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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
Superintendent performance has become an increasingly important 
area of study as the push for school improvement and reform moves 
forward. The 1984 First in the Nation in Education report noted that 
Strong and effective administrative leadership, beginning with 
the superintendent, is a critical factor in initiating change for 
school improvement and in providing an environment that fosters 
and maintains high morale in a school district. (Iowa Legislative 
Council, 1984, p. 35) 
Evidence of legislative concern regarding superintendent 
performance can be found in recent actions by the Iowa Legislature 
(1985 Session of the 71st General Assembly) to strengthen certification 
standards for superintendents. Study committees and the State 
Legislature have reinforced the important role that superintendents 
play related to school effectiveness. Therefore, additional research 
to examine superintendent performance factors related to school 
effectiveness is warranted. 
The increased attention afforded public education has created 
increased demands for performance and accountability on the part of the 
school superintendent. A review of literature revealed a number of 
studies that identify factors of effective schools and effective 
building principal performance, but few studies that identify 
superintendent performance factors. In their synthesis of effective 
schools research literature, Purkey and Smith (1982) reviewed studies 
that identified factors which promote effective schools. The common 
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factors identified included high expectations for student achievement, 
strong instructional leadership by the building principal, well-defined 
school goals, school-wide staff training, staff control of training and 
instructional decisions, a sense of order, systematic monitoring of 
student progress, and good discipline. A similar effort by Sweeney 
(1982) identified building principal behaviors that tend to promote 
school effectiveness. Effective principals emphasize achievement, set 
instructional strategies, provide an orderly atmosphere, frequently 
evaluate student progress, coordinate instructional programs, and 
support teachers. None of the identified factors, however, were 
related to superintendent performance. Research focusing on 
superintendent performance factors, those superintendent behaviors that 
promote school district effectiveness, is limited. Salley (1979), in a 
study to determine superintendent's job priorities, illustrated the 
basic lack of research knowledge with the following comment: 
Anyone looking at the day-to-day operation of American schools 
would find it difficult not to concur that the role of 
superintendent is crucial to their organization and 
administration. However, despite the role's central position 
within the educational enterprise, little is known about the 
actual job dimensions of the superintendency .... (p. 1) 
In a literature review by Whisler (1988) of the Mid-Continent 
Educational Research Laboratory, only six studies were cited tha^ 
identified superintendent performance factoro which promote school 
district effectiveness. One of the studies found that the variable of 
superintendent did exert an influence on student academic achievement. 
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The other five otudies selected inatructionally effective school 
districts and then used personal interviews to establish a profile of 
superintendent performance in these schools. These studies establish a 
possible link between superintendent performance and district 
effectiveness. The limited number of studies and their design, 
however, contributes to somewhat fragmented and inconsistent findings. 
Further study to focus on what superintendents do to influence school 
effectiveness is warranted. 
Statement of the Problem 
While the literature is replete with testimony as to the 
importance of the superintendent, research has failed to identify the 
superintendent performance factors that make a difference in school 
district efffectiveness. An examination of the superintendent 
performance factors that have been developed revealed that researchers 
agree upon only a few factors. Few studies used superintendent 
effectiveness as a dependent variable. This appears to stem from 
problems related to measurement of the dependent variable and control 
of extraneous variables such as student inputs, costs per pupil, and 
others. There was a need to identify superintendent performance factors 
that influence school district effectiveness. This study examined the 
perceptions of superintendents, their board presidents, and building 
principals relative to what superintendents do that contributes to school 
district effectiveness. The results of the study identify superintendent 
performance factors that make a difference in effective school district 
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operation as perceived by superintendents, their board presidents, and 
building principals. The identified factors will provide a guide for 
practitioners and a frame of reference for further research. 
Research Purposes 
One general purpose of this study was to identify effective 
superintendent performance factors as perceived by board presidents, 
principals, and superintendents. Another purpose was to examine the 
extent to which these factors differ in school districts of different 
size. A more specific list of research purposes is provided below. 
This study was designed to examine: 
1) Performance factors that superintendents, their board 
presidents, and building principals perceive to be most 
critical related to school district effectiveness. 
2) Performance factors that superintendents, their board 
presidents, and building principals perceive to be of very 
strong importance related to school district effectiveness. 
3) Perceived level of performance of superintendents for factors 
rated as being most critical. 
4) Perceived level of performance of superintendents for 
factors rated as being cf very strong importance. 
5) Performance factors that superintendents, their board 
presidents, and building principals identify as having the 
most critical need for further professional development. 
6) If superintendents, their board presidents, and building 
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principals agree on factors that are most critical, of very 
strong importance, and factors having the most critical need 
for further professional development. 
If superintendents', board presidents', and building 
principals' perceptions differ due to school district size. 
The influence of superintendent experience on the factors 
identified as having the most critical need for further 
professional development. 
Performance factors which are not perceived as important for 
school district effectiveness. 
Research Questions 
The research questions were developed to provide information that 
would be helpful in developing superintendent performance factors 
related to school district effectiveness. The specific research 
questions to be examined in this study are listed below. 
1) What performance factors will superintendents, their board 
presidents, and building principals identify as being most 
critical? 
2) What performance factors will superintendents, their board 
presidents, and building principals identify as being at the 
level of very strong importance? 
3) What is the perceived level of performance of 
superintendents for factors identified as most critical? 
4) What is the perceived level of performance of 
8 )  
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superintendents for factors identified as of very strong 
importance? 
5) What performance factors will superintendents, their board 
presidents, and building principals identify as having the 
most critical need for further professional development? 
6) How do superintendents', their board presidents', and building 
principals' perceptions differ on factors that are most 
critical, of very strong importance, and factors having the 
most critical need for professional development? 
7) Is there a relationship between school district size and the 
factors that are most critical? 
8) Is there a relationship between school district size and the 
factors of very strong importance? 
9) Is there a relationship between superintendent experience 
and the factors identified as having the most critical need 
for professional development? 
Hypotheses 
The hypotheses to be tested in this study are listed below. 
1) There is no significant difference between perceptions of 
superintendents, their board presidents, and building 
principals as to the most critical performance factors 
related to school district effectiveness. 
2) There is no significant difference in the perceptions of 
superintendents, their board presidents, and building 
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principals as to the level of superintendent performance in 
factors identified as most critical to school district 
effectiveness. 
3) There is no significant difference between perceptions of 
superintendents, their board presidents, and building 
principals as to performance factors of very strong 
importance to school district effectiveness. 
4) There is no significant difference in the perceptions of 
superintendents, their board presidents, and building 
principals as to the level of superintendent performance in 
factors identified as being of very strong importance to 
school district effectiveness. 
5) There is no significant difference in the perceptions of 
superintendents, their board presidents, and building 
principals as to tha performance factors identified as 
having the most critical need for further profûssional 
development. 
6) There is no significant difference in perceptions in small, 
medium, and large school districts as to the most critical 
performance factors related to school district effectiveness 
7) There is no significant difference in perceptions in small, 
medium, and large school districts as to the performance factors 
of very strong importance to school district effectiveness. 
8) There is no significant difference in perceptions as to the 
performance factors identified as having the most critical need 
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for further professional development between more and less 
experienced superintendents. 
Delimitations of the Study 
This section of the study deals with those areas that may affect 
the research outcomes. Specific areas of limitation will be noted with 
the possible affects each may have on the conclusions of this study. 
1) The population sample was drawn entirely from Iowa. 
Therefore, the results of this study may not apply to other 
states. 
2) The 35 superintendent performance factors are a list 
developed from existing research and related literature. 
Given the minimal amount of research in this area, the 35 
factors are not intended to be a comprehensive listing of 
all performance factors. 
3) This study assessed the perceptions superintendents, their board 
presidents, and building principals. Therefore, the results of 
this study may not accurately reflect perceptions of any other 
groups. 
Organization of the Study 
This study consists of five separate chapters. Chapter I presents 
a brief introduction to the topic and impacts attributable to state and 
national education reform initiatives. This chapter also includes a 
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basic description of the study design. A review of research purposes 
and research questions is provided, as well as the operational 
hypotheses. Finally, this section describes the organizational outline 
of the study. 
Chapter II includes a review of literature. Existing literature 
which specifically addresses superintendent performance factors is 
included. 
The methodology and procedures utilized will be described in 
Chapter III. This section will include sampling procedures, study 
design, a description of the population, and data treatment analysis 
procedures. 
Findings will be reported in Chapter IV. Review and analycis of 
both descriptive and inferential data will be included in Chapter IV. 
Chapter V will provide the discussion, summary and conclusions. 
Recommendations for practice will also be provided. 
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CHAPTER II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
This literature review focuses on superintendent performance 
factors related to school district effectiveness and includes 
literature on effective schools, principals, and superintendent 
effectiveness. While there are several studies of effective schools 
and effective principals, literature and research related specifically 
to superintendent performance factors which promote school district 
effectiveness is sparse with very little refinement and/or replication 
of studies. The general lack of meaningful research on superintendent 
performance has been documented in literature reviews by Whisler 
(1988), Forbes and Hollar (1905), and the Iowa Statewide School 
Improvement Cadre (1986). Cuban (1984) summarized the condition 
nicely when he wrote that "experience-based knowledge about 
superintendents as instructional leaders exceeds the present state of 
research-produced knowledge" (p. 145). 
Most of the existing superintendent performance literature 
focuses on the age, training, and other demographic characteristics of 
practicing superintendents. While this information may be useful, it 
does not provide a valid research base for the identification of 
superintendent performance factors related to school district 
effectiveness. Pitner and Ogawa (1981) observed that 
Aside from a few biographies which recount the experiences of 
pioneering school administrators, research has, for the most part, 
centered either on the simple compilation of superficial and 
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largely unconnected modal characteristicH of superintendents or on 
issues to which the superintendent is of only tangential concern, 
(p. 45) 
The validity of much of this research is also hampered by a 
failure to identify and define specific superintendent performance 
factors that may influence school district effectiveness. Silver and 
Moyle (1986) also observed that 
A difficulty one encounters in drawing generalizations from this 
research is that various investigators have interpreted school 
leadership idiosyncratically and have used unique types of 
evidence to gauge the leadership within the sample schools. 
(p. 125) 
The first four sections of this chapter will provide a more 
specific review of the available literature. 
Effective Schools Research 
A great deal of research has been conducted during the past 20 
years to determine the factors which influence school effectiveness. 
Several major studies have identified factors of effective schools 
that are associated with higher levels of student achievement. The 
major studies cited in this section are exploratory and descriptive, 
with researchers selecting effective schools and identifying those 
factors that the school influences (Neufeld, 1983). Therefore, some 
of the major studies will be reviewed to determine common factors. 
In an early research effort, Weber (1971) conducted a study of 
four effective elementary school reading programs. These effective 
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schools exhibited the following factors: 
1) strong principal and district leadership, 
2) high expectations for student achievement, 
3) quiet, orderly, and purposeful school atmosphere, 
4) low pupil teacher ratio with additional reading personnel, 
and 
5) phonics in the reading curriculum. 
In a study of eight Michigan elementary schools, Brookover and 
Lezotte (1979) concluded that schools which are improving differ from 
declining schools in nine major areas. The nine areas included: 
1) emphasis on basic math and reading objectives, 
2) believing all students could master basic skills objectives, 
3) higher expectations for student achievement, 
4) assuming responsibility for teaching basic skills, 
5) spending more time in reading instruction, 
5) the principal was an instructional leader, assertive, a 
disciplinarian, and responsible for basic skill achievement, 
7) more accepting of teacher accountability, 
8) a higher xevel of parent-initiated contact, and 
9) involving teachers in identifying/teaching compensatory 
education classes. 
Brookover et al. (1979) conducted a study of randomly selected 
Michigan elementary schools and case studies of four additional 
elementary schools to investigate the relationships among a variety of 
school-level climate variables and mean school achievement. The 
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following common characteristics were associated with higher levels of 
student achievements 
1) principals emphasized achievement and teacher performance; 
performed administrative and instructional leadership roles, 
2) immediate, appropriate, and clear feedback related to 
academic performance and appropriate classroom behavior, 
3) limited use of instructional grouping in reading and math 
with frequent movement between groups based on student 
academic performance, 
4) teachers had high expectations for student achievement, 
5) competitive team games used, 
5) teachers accepted responsibility for student achievement, 
and 
7) greater time in instruction and interaction between students 
and teachers. 
A case study of ±2 inner city London schools by Rutter et al. 
(1979) showed correlations between certain school factors and positive 
academic outcomes. Their publication entitled Fifteen Thousand Hours; 
Secondarv Schools and Their Effects on Children identified the 
followirg factors which were associated with school effectiveness: 
1) displays of student work, 
2) number of school outings, 
3) teacher views considered in administrative decision-making, 
4) students report "approachability" of staff, 
5) positions of responsibility held by students. 
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6) teachers checked regarding assigning of homework, 
7) general standards of classroom discipline, 
8) school library use, 
9) frequency of whole class teacher interaction, 
10) student participation in assembly/class meetings, 
11) pupil conditions, 
12) homework given to students, and 
13) teacher expectations of pupil success on exams. 
Edmonds and Frederiksen (1978), in a study of two Detroit 
elementary schools, identified school characteristics that 
differentiated between the effective school and the less effective 
school. In a review of school effectiveness literature, 
Edmonds (1979) cited numerous studies, reviews, and articles. Both 
the research and the literature review established the following five 
factors common to the effective school: 
1) strong administrative leadership, 
2) climate of expectation in which no student is permitted to 
fall below minimum but efficacious levels of achievement, 
3) orderly and quiet atmosphere which is conductive to learning 
but is not rigid or repressive, 
4) philosophy that student acquistion of basic school skills 
takes precedence over all other school activities, and 
5) frequent monitoring of student progress. 
Several common threads run through the major studies cited in the 
effective schools section. Certainly one of those common threads is 
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the frequency that "administrative leadership" is mentioned directly. 
Every major study cited above notes the importance of leadership at 
the building and/or district level. Many other factors associated with 
school effectiveness are heavily .influenced by the actions of building 
principals. In his synthesis of effective schools research 
literature, Westbrook (1982) provided a summary of factors that are 
consistently associated with effective schools. Those factors were: 
1) students are engaged in high levels of task-oriented 
"academic" activities, 
2) staff expectations that students can master basic objectives 
and are expected to do so, 
3) a high rate of student success in specific learning tasks, 
4) instructional objectives, instructional activity, and 
evaluation are closely aligned, 
5) staff appear to be highly task oriented, 
6) establishment of student behavior guidelines at the school 
or district level mutually agreed upon by staff, 
7) a pleasant, orderly, safe, and quite school environment with 
well-maintained facilities, 
8) staff cooperation on tasks while having tasks coordinated by 
school leaders, 
9) building principals who are highly involved in the work of 
teachers and the achievement of students, regularly discuss 
and review teaching performance, and demonstrate strong 
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managerial and instructional skills, 
10) a high rate of parental involvement, and 
11) classroom instruction characterized by whole class 
instruction, closely monitored student performance, 
frequent high quality feedback about student performance, 
and direct instruction. 
A review and analysis of the previous major studies and the 
synthesis by Westbrook (1982) provided consistent linkages to the work 
of building principals. Factors 8 and 9 in the previous summary 
relate directly to the work of building principals. Seven other 
factors (1, 2, 4-7, and 11) represent responsibilities that are 
typically discharged by building principals while working with 
curriculum, staff and program evaluation, student achievement 
analysis, planning and goal setting, and student behaviors. 
Effective Principals 
This review of effective school research points to several 
factors that building principals control or influence during day-to­
day school operation. Given that a building principal is typically 
held responsible for all facets of school operation in an individual 
building, there are many opportunities to influence the educational 
program. This section of the literature review focuses entirely on 
previous research and literature relating to building principal 
performance factors that influence school effectiveness at the 
building level. 
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A synthesis of effective schools research literature by Clark and 
Lotto (1972) resulted in a list of 53 factors of principal 
performance. Eleven educational analysts, researchers, and policy 
makers ranked the factors they perceived to be most important to 
school effectiveness. From the initial list of 53 factors, the 
following factors were identified in rank order; 
1) an emphasis on student achievement as the primary outcome of 
schooling, 
2) an emphasis on student achievement in basic skills as the 
primary program outcome, 
3) monitoring and evaluating student progress, 
4) communicating organizational goals clearly, 
5) emphasizing acquisition of basic skills as the central 
instructional goal of the school, 
6) establishing high standards of performance for students and 
teachers, 
7} holding high expectations for behavior and achievement, and 
8) holding and conveying high expectations for teachers' 
performance in the classroom. 
Peraell et al. (1982) reviewed more than 75 research studies and 
reports and identified nine principal performance factors that were 
consistently associated with effective school programs. The nine areas 
were: 
1} demonstrating a commitment to academic goals, 
2) creating a climate of high expectations. 
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3) functioning as an instructional leader, 
4) being a forceful and dynamic leader, 
5) consulting effectively with others, 
6) creating order and discipline, 
7) marshalling resources, 
8) using time well, and 
9) evaluating results. 
Another synthesis of building principal performance factors that 
influence school effectiveness was performed by Bossert et al. (1982). 
The authors identified four general areas of principal leadership with 
specific performance factors that influenced school effectiveness. 
The general and specific performance factors utilized by effective 
principals include the following factors. 
1) Goals and production emphasis 
a) an emphasis on student achievement 
b) setting of instructional goals 
c) developing student performance standards 
d) optimistic about student ability to meet instructional 
goals 
2) Power and decision making 
a) forceful in the area of curriculum and instruction 
b) active and forceful in decision making 
c) strong district involvement in instruction and 
curriculum in support of principals' instructional goals 
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d) a knowledge of community power structures while 
maintaining appropriate relations with parents 
3) Organization/coordination 
a) devote time to coordination and control of instruction 
b) do more observations of teachers' work 
c) discuss more work problems with teachers 
d) more supportive of teachers' efforts to improve 
e) more active in setting up teacher and program evaluation 
procedures 
f) more involved in classroom management 
g) support teachers with discipline problems 
h) clearly spell out program and curricular objectives 
4) Human relations 
a) recognize unique styles and needs of teachers 
b) help teachers achieve their own performance goals 
c) encourage and acknowledge good work 
d) have a positive impact on teacher morale. 
In a synthesis of research regarding effective school leadership, 
Sweeney (1982) identified six performance factors consistently 
associated with efffective principals and more effective schools. 
Sweeney's synthesis revealed that effective principals: 
1) emphasize achievement, 
2) set instructional strategies, 
3) provide an orderly atmosphere, 
4) frequently evaluate student progress, 
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5) coordinate instructional programs, and 
6) support teachers. 
The previous two sections of this literature review reveal 
striking similarities between factors common to effective schools and 
principal performance factors which influence school building 
effectiveness such as: 
1) the leadership of the building principal in establishing 
academic expectations, 
2) establishing a climate conducive to learning, 
3) evaluating instructional processes, 
4) evaluating curriculum and utilization of time, 
5) monitoring of student achievement, and 
6) communicating high expectations for student and teacher 
performance. 
Given the fact that building principals operate within the 
context of a larger district organization, it seems logical that the 
performance of the school superintendent would also have an impact on 
the principal and ultimately on school effectiveness. The 
superintendent frequently makes decigions that significantly impact 
operations at the building level. The next section will review 
available literature related to superintendent performance factors 
that influence school district effectiveness. 
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Superintendent Performance Factors 
Significant research has focused on building administrator 
performance factors related to effective building level programs. A 
portion of the previous literature review for this study focused on 
this research in the hope that some relationships to superintendent 
performance factors could be established. Cuban (1984) summed up the 
possible linkage well by stating 
Given that the literature on effective schools suggests that no 
school can become effective without the visible and active 
involvement of a principal hip-deep in the school's instructional 
program, then it also seems likely that no school board approving 
policies aimed at system-wide school improvement can hope to 
achieve that condition without a superintendent who sustains a 
higher than usual involvement in the district's instructional 
program. (p. 146) 
The status of school superintendent has been a concern of the 
American Association of School Administrators (AASA) since 1865, and 
that concern has been translated into several nation-wide surveys of 
practicing superintendents. Demographic information has been gathered 
for several years. The 1982 Summary Report, for example, provides 
information related to the age, sex, and training of current school 
superintendents, but does not include any information regarding 
superintendent effectiveness (AASA, 1982). 
In 1983, an attempt to identify essential administrative 
performance factors was initiated by the AASA. As a result of this 
effort, the AASA published Guidelines for the Preparation of School 
Administrators (AASA, 1983). This publication initially 
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established a core set of superintendent performance factors common to 
administrator preparation programs. The seven specific performance 
factors were as follows: 
1) Establish and maintain a positive and open learning 
environment to bring about the motivation and social 
integration of students and staff. 
2) Building strong local, state, and national support for 
education. 
3) Develop and deliver an effective curriculum that expands the 
definitions of literacy, competency, and cultural 
integration to include advanced technologies, problem 
solving, critical thinking and communication skills, and 
cultural enrichment for all students. 
4) Develop and implement effective models/modes of 
instructional delivery that make the best use of time, 
staff, advanced technologies, community resources, and 
financial means to maximize student outcomes. 
5) Create programs of continuous improvement, including 
evaluation of both staff and program effectiveness as keys 
to student learning and development. 
6) Skillfully manage school system operations and facilities to 
enhance student learning. 
7) Conduct and make use of significant research aa a basis for 
problem solving and program planning of all kinds. 
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Validation of the AASA "Guidelinee" among practioners and 
professore of educational administration has been achieved in national 
studies by Edgell (1983) and McClellan (1984). Edgell's research 
effort concentrated on educational administration professor's 
perceptions of the validity of the identified performance factors. 
Edgell's research indicated that professors of educational 
administration gave strong endorsement to the importance of the 
performance factors created by the "Guidelines" publication. 
McClellan's study focused on practicing school superintendents' 
perceptions of the validity of the performance factors encompased by 
the "Guidelines". Superintendents in the sample supported the inclusion 
of all performance factors in superintendent preparation programs. 
These research efforts, however, concentrated on the assessment of 
existing college preparation programs for aspiring superintendents in 
terms of the performance factors established by the "Guidelines". 
In a second publication entitled Skills for Successful School 
Leaders commissioned by AASA, Hoyle et al. (1985) used available 
literature to revise the performance factors established in the 
"Guidelines" into the following eight general performance factor 
areas: 
1) designing, implementing, and evaluating school climate, 
2) building loc?l, state, and national support for schools, 
3) developing school curriculum, 
4) instructional management, 
5) staff evaluation. 
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6) staff development, 
7) resource allocation, and 
8) research, evaluation, and planning. 
Extended from these eight general performance factor areas, 
subsets of each general area were developed for a total of 52 specific 
performance factors. A complete list of all 52 performance factors is 
listed in Appendix A. The eight general performance factor areas and 
the 52 specific performance factors were used by Collier (1987) and 
Sclafani (1987) in a subsequent research effort to determine the 
validity of the performance factors. 
Limited research has focused on superintendent performance in an 
attempt to forge linkages between superintendent behaviors and 
student outcomes. While not as comprehensive as the work done by 
AASA, and Collier and Sclafani, this research has merit. 
University of Utah researchers Hart and Ogawa (1985) designed a 
study to determine whether superintendents "influence the academic 
performance of school districts in the face of environmental and 
organizational constraints" (Whisler, 1980, p. 50). The results 
showed that superintendents do exert some influence on the academic 
performance of school districts and noted that the independent 
variable of superintendent accounted for 9.4 to 3.1 percent of 
variance when considering sixth and twelfth grade student achievement 
scores in reading and math. 
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A review of effective schools research by Hallenger et al. (1986) 
identified 14 major school effectiveness variables which they 
consistently found associated with greater school effectiveness. They 
arrived at the conclusion that "seven of the (14) major school 
effectiveness variables apparently can be controlled at the district 
office level" (p. 1). Those variables were: 
1) clear school mission, 
2) student opportunity to learn, 
3) tightly coupled curriculum, 
4) high expectations and standards for student achievement, 
5) monitoring student progress, 
6) safe, orderly environment, and 
7) instructional leadership. 
A study by Murphy and Hallinger (1986a) identified 12 
"instructionally effective" school districts in California. 
Structured interviews were conducted with each superintendent to 
determine common instructional leadership patterns, interview and 
other data analysis identified six superintendent performance factors 
common to the selected districts. The six identified activities were: 
1) setting goals and establishing expectations and standards, 
2) selecting staff, 
3) staff supervision/evaluation, 
4) establishing an instructional and curricular focus, 
5) monitoring curriculum and instruction, and 
6) insuring consistency in technical core operations. 
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Collier's (1987) and Sclafani's (1987) research, using a sample of 
superintendents in the state of Texas and nationally, sought to 
determine those factors necessary for successful superintendent job 
performance. Collier asked a sample of Texas superintendents to rank 
the most important superintendent performance factors related to 
school district effectiveness from the list of 52 referenced in 
Appendix A. A listing of the most important factors in rank order is 
as follows: 
1) demonstrates a broad array of leadership skills, 
2) demonstrates sound principles of personnel administration, 
3) employs sound financial planning and cash flow management, 
4) employs principles of sound curriculum design and 
instructional delivery, 
5) employs effective school/community public relations, 
coalition building, and related activities, 
6) ensures that instructional time and resources are used 
effectively, 
7) develops valid and reliable performance measures for 
instructional outcomes, and 
8) provides for effective evaluation of teacher performance. 
Sclafani's (1987) research identified the most important 
superintendent performance factors selected by a national random sample 
of superintendents. The national sample of superintendents was 
provided the list of 52 performance factors and asked to rank those 
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most important to school district effectiveness. A listing of the 
most important factors in rank order is as follows: 
1) demonstrates a broad array of leadership skills, 
2) demonstrates sound principles of personnel administration, 
3) employs sound financial planning and cash flow management, 
4) employs effective school/community public relations, 
coalition building, and related activities, 
5) provides for effective evaluation of teacher performance, 
6) uses cost-effective techniques and sound program budgeting, 
7) utilizies motivation techniques, and 
8) demonstrates conflict mediation and the skills to accept and 
cope with controversy. 
The Sclafani study also used expert nomination to select a sample 
of "effective" superintendents. "Effective" superintendents were 
identified by asking selected professional educators to nominate those 
superintendents whose performance was perceived to be in the top ten 
percent of superintendents in each state. The sample of "effective" 
superintendents was asked to rank the most important superintendent 
performance factors related to school district effectiveness. A 
listing of the most important factors in rank order is as follows: 
1) demonstrates a broad array of leadership skills, 
2) demonstrates sound principles of personnel administration, 
3) provides for effective evaluation of teacher performance, 
4) employs effective school/community public relations, 
coalition building, and related activities. 
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5) utilizes motivation techniques, 
6) utilizes an array of human relations skills, 
7) demonstrates conflict mediation and the skills to accept and 
cops with controversy, and 
8) communicates and projects an articulate position for 
education. 
Six of the eight most important superintendent performance 
factors are common to both lists in the Sclafani study. A comparison 
oZ the study results from all three rankings indicate high levels of 
agreement as perceived by practicing superintendents in Texas, 
nationally, and in the sample of "effective" superintendents. Table 1 
provides a comparison that shows high levels of agreement in rankings 
of the top ranked performance factors. The composite rankings were 
developed by adding the three group ranks together with the lowest 
total rank indicated as the number 1 composite rank, second lowest 
number 2, and so on for all listed performance factors. 
Demonstrating a broad array of leadership skills and sound 
principles of personnel management were ranked first and second by all 
three sample groups. There was also strong agreement across the three 
groups that effective school/community public relations, coalition 
building, and related activities as well as teacher performance 
evaluation are additional performance factors important for school 
district effectiveness. Sound financial planning and cash flow 
management was ranked third by superintendents in the Texas and 
national sample groups, but "effective" superintendents ranked this 
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Table 1. A comparison of rankings in the Collier (1987) and Sclafani 
(1987) studies 
Performance factor Rankings 
description Texas Nation Effective Composite 
Demonstrates a broad array of 
leadership skills 111 1 
Demonstrates sound principles 
of personnel administration 2 2 2 2 
Employs effective school/ 
community public relations, 5 4 4 3 
coalition building, and 
related activities 
Provides for effective evaluation 
of teacher performance 8 5 3 4 
Employs sound financial planning 
and cash flow management 3 3 11 5 
procedures 
* * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
Utilizes motivation techniques 9 7 5 6 
Employs principles of sound 
curriculum design and 4 10 10 7 
instructional delivery 
strategies 
Demonstrates conflict mediation 
and the skills to accept and 11 8 7 8 
cope with inherent controversy 
Uses cost-effective techniques 
and sound program budgeting 12 6 13 9 
Utilizes collaborative goal 
setting and action planning 15 13 9 10 
Provides for effective 
evaluation of administrator 20 12 12 11 
and supervisor performances 
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Table 1. Continued 
Performance factor Rankings 
description Texas Nation Effective Composite 
Utilizes an array of human 
relations skills 27 11 6 12 
Communicates and projects an 
articulate position for 31 26 6 13 
education 
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performance factor somewhat lower (11th). The composite ranks clearly 
identify the first four as most important superintendent performance 
factors related to school district effectiveness. 
Even though there are relatively few studies which have attempted 
to develop a concise list of superintendent performance factors, the 
studies reviewed above do provide a good foundation for the 
development of a more concise list of superintendent performance 
factors that influence school district effectiveness. These studies 
also suggest several performance factors that are consistently 
identified by different researchers. 
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CHAPTER III. METHODOLOGY/PROCEDURES 
Introduction 
This study was designed to identify the five superintendent 
performance factors that are most critical for school district 
effectiveness, and identify additional superintendent performance 
factors that are of "very strong importance" to school district 
effectiveness. An assessment of superintendent levels of performance 
related to the performance factors was also conducted. The study also 
identifies five performance factors with the most critical need for 
further professional development of superintendent skills. A list of 
superintendent performance factors related to school district 
effectiveness was developed using literature related to superintendent 
effectiveness. Superintendents, board presidents, and building 
principals in Iowa school districts were selected to participate in 
the study. This research project was approved by the University Human 
Subjects Review Committee. 
Study Design 
Thirty-five superintendent performance factors were developed by 
reviewing the research and literature related to superintendent 
effectiveness. A random stratified sample of currently employed 
superintendents, board presidents, and building principals was 
surveyed to test the validity of the 35 superintendent performance 
factors related to school district effectiveness in Iowa. 
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Previous research in this area has used only practicing 
superintendents as a population sample. Contingency theories of 
leadership suggest that organizations have different needs and that 
successful leaders must vary leadership techniques to enhance 
organizational effectiveness. Since school districts have varied 
needs, it seems important to include other key school district 
personnel who know the needs of their school district and what 
superintendent performance factors will serve to enhance school 
district effectiveness. 
A major aspect of this research design was the inclusion of board 
presidents and building principals. Board presidents have a Board of 
Education perspective of school district goals and needs. Boards of 
Education hire their superintendents to accomplish certain goals 
deemed important by board members as they strive to represent the 
wishes of parents and patrons of each school district. Building 
principals certainly know what is needed for effective educational 
outcomes in their respective buildings. The superintendent plays a 
critical role in providing the resources and support needed for 
effective educational services at the building level. Board 
presidents and building principals, therefore, have a good perspective 
from which to judge the importance of the superintendent performance 
factors related to school district and building level effectiveness. 
Both board presidents and building principals know what needs to be 
done to accomplish educational goals in their school district. 
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Superintendents must be included in the sample to provide the 
superintendent's perspective related to the 35 performance factors. 
To ensure that board presidents and building principals possessed 
some experience in their roles, the study design stipulated that each 
person have three years of experience as a board member or building 
principal, respectively. This experience requirement was chosen to 
increase the validity of individual responses. 
The Sample 
The study was conducted with a population sample drawn from 
Iowa's school districts. School districts of all enrollment sizes 
were included, using the following five Department of Education K-12 
enrollment categories: 1) less than 250, 2) 250-399, 3) 499-599, 4) 
600-999, and 5) 1000 and greater. 
In an effort to ensure that respondents had adequate experience 
to make these judgments, the sample included board president and 
building principal respondents who had three or more years of 
experience as board members and/or building principals, respectively. 
Districts without a superintendent, districts without a board 
president having at least three years of board service, and districts 
without a building administrator having at least three years of 
experience were eliminated from the population list. 
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Sampling Procedure 
The sampling procedure included 431 K-12 school districts in Iowa 
during the 1987-88 school year. Each district was assigned to the 
appropriate enrollment size category. School district enrollment 
information from the Annual Statistical Report for 1987-88, completed 
by the Grant Wood Area Education Agency, was used to assign districts 
to appropriate enrollment categories. 
The Iowa Association of School Boards provided a list of all 
board presidents with the number of years of board service for each. 
The School Administrators of Iowa provided a list of all building 
principals, their building level assignment, and years of experience 
in the principalship. The Department of Education's Educational 
Directory was used to ensure that each district had a currently 
employed superintendent. Districts lacking a currently employed 
superintendent, lacking a board president with three years of board 
service, or lacking a principal with three years of administrative 
experience were eliminated from the sample at this time. Districts 
were also eliminated if they employed one principal who also served as 
superintendent. 
A sample size of 150 districts, 35% of all 431 districts, was 
established and distributed proportionately across all five size 
categories. Table 2 shows the total number of all school districts in 
each size category, the percentage of all districts that each size 
category represented, and the number of districts selected for the 
sample in each size category. 
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Table 2. The sample 
<250 250-399 
Enrollment 
499-599 600-999 1000> Total 
Total school 
districts 52 86 96 95 102 431 
Percent of 
districts 12 20 22 22 24 100 
Districts 
in sample 13® 30 33 33 36 145® 
®Only 13 school districts out of 52 had a building principal with 
three years of administrative experience. 
A table of random numbers was used to select the actual districts 
to be included in each sample size. The final number of the smallest 
school districts was reduced to 13 since only 13 of the 52 total 
smallest districts had a superintendent who did not also serve as 
building principal, a building principal with three or more years of 
administrative experience, and a board president with three or more 
years of board experience. Therefore, the final sample size across 
all enrollment sizes was 145 districts. Since three respondents per 
district were included, 435 total survey packets were prepared and 
distributed. 
Survey Instrument Development 
A survey instrument was developed to assess perceptions of the 
importance of superintendent performance factors related to school 
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district effectiveness. Thirty-five superintendent performance 
factors were developed from available research and literature. Five 
factors with no known relationship to school district effectiveness 
were included on the survey instrument in order to assist in the 
validation of the factors. A list of all 40 performance factors is 
included in Appendix B. 
The survey instrument required superintendents, board presidents, 
and building principals to use a Likert scale to rate the level of 
importance of each superintendent performance factor for effective 
school district operation in their school district. A range of 
ratings from 1 to 5 was used for each performance factor as follows: 
1 = no importance, 2 = little importance, 3 = some importance, 4 = 
very strong importance, and 5 = critical importance. The second 
portion of the survey asked each individual to rate the 
superintendent's effectiveness based on actual performance. This was 
a self-assessment for the superintendents included in the sample. 
Board president and building principal respondents were asked to 
respond based on their perception of the superintendent's performance 
in each of the performance factors. A range of ratings from 1 to 5 
was available for each factor as follows; 1 = ineffective, 2 = 
somewhat effective, 3 = effective, 4 = very effective, and 5 = 
extremely effective. 
The next portion of the survey instrument asked superintendents, 
board presidents, and building principals to identify the five most 
important performance factors related to effective school district 
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operation in their school district. The list of performance factors 
was provided in the same order as in the previous section. 
Respondents were asked to identify the five most important factors by 
number, and rank order them. The respondents were then asked to 
assign weighting pointa to each ranked factor. The minimum number of 
points was 1 with a maximum of 5. Total points assigned within all 
five selected performance factors was limited to 15. These point 
totals were used to help identify the most critical performance 
factors. Respondents were then asked to identify and place in rank 
order the five superintendent performance factors most in need of 
further professional development. Weighting points from 1 to 5 were 
to be assigned to each identified factor using the same basic 
procedure as in the previous section. 
The surveys were administered to 12 superintendents in a pilot 
study in Lakeland Area Education Area 3. Based on the results of the 
pilot study, the surveys were revised and then printed in final form 
for use in the study. 
Survey Distribution/Return 
A total of 145 finalized survey packets with cover letters and 
instructions were mailed on May 6, 1988 to the superintendent of each 
district included in the sample. Board president and building 
principal cover letters, instructions, and surveys were sealed in 
separate envelopes with address labels identifying each individual. 
Individual return envelopes were also included to protect the 
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anonymity of survey instrumenta. The superintendent was asked to 
forward the building principal's and board president's survey to those 
individuals. Building principals and board presidents were instructed 
to return their completed surveys, in the sealed envelope provided, to 
the superintendent for return to the researcher. Following completion 
of the superintendent's survey and receipt of completed surveys from 
board presidents and building principals, the superintendent was asked 
to enclose and mail all completed survey packets in the stamped, self-
addressed envelope provided. No specific deadline date for return was 
specified in the cover letter. A sample cover letter, survey 
instrument, and letters of support can be found in Appendix G. 
Completed surveys were received from 101 of 145 districts, a 
response rate for districts of 70 percent. The highest response rate 
(92%) was received from districts with enrollments of less than 250 
students K-12. The loweat response rate (53%) was received from 
districts with enrollments in the 250-399 range K-12. Complete 
packets, defined as survey forms returned by the superintendent, board 
president, and building principal of the district, numbered 56 out of 
101 total survey packets returned with 45 districts returning either 
one or two survey forma out of the three possible. Therefore, the 
number of total responses for each role category varies. Of the 435 
individual surveys mailed, a total of 239 surveys or 55% of the total 
mailed were returned. Table 3 provides a detailed breakdown of survey 
returns by district and role. 
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Table 3. Survey returns®'^ 
District size category 
Enrollment <250 250-399 400-599 699-999 1000> Total 
Survey 
packets 13 30 33 33 36 145 
mailed 
Total 
individual 39 90 99 99 108 435 
surveys 
Complete 





Board President 3 12 19 12 17 63 
Superintendent 12 16 23 20 28 99 
Bldg. Principal 6 12 18 18 23 77 
Total 
surveys 21 40 60 50 68 239 
returned 
Percent 
return 54 44 61 51 63 55 
^One-hundred and one districts returned one or more surveys of 145 
mailings for a 70% rate of return by district. 
'^Respondents returned 239 individual surveys out of 435 mailed 
for a total return rate of 55%. 
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The apparent belief that the survey instrument would be used as 
an "evaluation" of superintendent performance resulted in several 
letters being returned from board presidents, superintendents, and/or 
building principals who refused to participate. In addition, some 
board presidents and building administrators refused to complete their 
surveys due to a concern that the surveys would not remain 
confidential when returned to the superintendent. 
Data Treatment Analysis 
Descriptive statistics were used to develop rank order listings 
of the factors by respondent category and district size Inferential 
statistical procedures were implemented to analyze the impact of 
independent variables such as district size and superintendent 
experience. All inferential treatments used statistical procedures 
appropriate for testing the hypotheses developed at the .05 level of 
significance. 
The Iowa State University Computation Center was used to complete 
all data analysis procedures. Testing of hypotheses is treated 
separately in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER IV. FINDINGS 
Introduction 
This chapter provides an analysis of the data derived from 
surveys received from individual board members, superintendents, and 
building principals in 101 school districts in Iowa. The data will be 
presented ana interpreted in two major sections, with the first 
emphasizing descriptive statistics and the second inferential 
statistics. The research questions and hypotheses listed in Chapter I 
provide the framework for these sections. 
Descriptive Data Analysis 
Most critical superintendent performance factors 
The table in this section reports data about the most critical 
superintendent performance factors related to school district 
effectiveness as identified by superintendents, board presidents, and 
building principals. Table 4 lists the five most frequently 
identified performance factors and includes a brief description of the 
performance factor, the frequency of selection for any rank 1-5, the 
individual rank selection frequency, and a weighted point yalue used 
to develop a standard score for each performance factor. A complete 
listing of all 40 performance factors arranged by the standard scores 
is included in Appendix C. Weighted point values were determined by 
assigning the value of 5 to those factors ranked as number 1, 4 for 
2nd, 3 for 3rd, 2 for 4th, and 1 for 5th. Frequency of selection in 
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Table 4. Most critical superintendent performance factors identified by 
superintendents, board presidents, and building principals 
Superintendents Board Presidents Principals 
Rank Freq Pts. Rank Freq PtB. Rank Freq . Pti 
Factor (N = 98) (N = 63) (N = 77) 
1 20 100 1 13 65 1 20 100 
Decicion 2 9 36 2 5 20 2 11 44 
making 3 8 24 3 4 12 3 8 24 
4 4 8 4 3 6 4 2 4 
5 5 5 5 1 1 5 4 4 
46 173 (1) 26 104 (2) 45 176 
1 13 65 1 17 85 1 19 95 
Identifying 2 16 64 2 7 28 2 17 63 
district 3 5 15 3 3 9 3 5 15 
needs 4 3 6 4 1 2 4 1 2 
5 1 1 5 2 2 5 35 35 
38 151 (2) 30 126 (1) 42 215 
1 10 50 1 11 55 1 6 30 
Identifying 2 9 45 2 4 16 2 14 56 
district 3 5 15 3 8 24 3 13 39 
educational 4 2 4 4 4 8 4 3 6 
priorities 5 4 4 5 1 1 5 0 0 
30 118 (3) 28 104 (2) 36 131 
1 11 55 1 4 20 1 7 35 
Strategic 2 8 32 2 10 40 2 6 24 
planning 3 7 21 3 4 12 3 3 9 
4 3 6 4 3 6 4 5 10 
5 1 1 5 2 2 5 0 0 
30 115 (4) 23 80 (4) 21 78 
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Table 4. Continued 
Superintendents Board Presidents Principals 
Rank Freq. Pts. Rank Freq. Pts. Rank Freq. Pts. 
Factor (N = 98) (N = 63) (N = 77) 
1 2 10 
Allocating 2 2 8 
resources 3 6 IB 
4 4 8 
5 7 7 
21 51 (5) 
1 5 25 
Personnel 2 6 24 
selection 3 6 18 
4 11 22 
5 8 8 




1 1 5 
2 5 20 
3 1 3 
4 4 8 
5 8 8 
19 44 (5) 
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each rank times the weighted point value yields a total weighted score 
for each performance factor. The factors were then ranked from 1 
(highest) to 5 (lowest). 
Table 4 shows that superintendents, board presidents, and 
building principals agree that decision making, identifying district 
needs. identifying district educational priorities, and strategic 
planning are four most critical superintendent performance factors 
related to school district effectivenss. Superintendents finished 
their most critical factor list by adding personnel selection. 
building principals ranked allocating resources as the fifth most 
critical performance factor, and board presidents completed their list 
by adding motivates administrative staff. 
Performance factors of very strong importance 
Table 5 reports data that identify the superintendent performance 
factors considered to be of very strong importance for effective 
school district operation. Superintendent's, board president's, and 
building principal's average ratings, standard deviations, and rank 
for each factor are included. A complete listing of all 40 
performance factor means and standard deviations is included in 
Appendix D. To determine the superintendent performance factors of 
very strong importance, factor means were analyzed using a frequency 
distribution. To be considered of very strong importance, a factor 
mean at or greater than one standard deviation above the mean of all 
40 factors was required. 
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Table 5. Mean rating, standard deviation, and rank order of 
superintendent performance factors identified as being of 
very strong importance® 
Superintendents Board Presidents Principals 
Factor Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
Decision 4.77 .445 (1) 4.73 .482 (2) 4.70 .633 (1) 
making 
Administer 4.66 .536 (2) 4.67 .508 (4) 4.62 .673 (3) 
policy 
Identify 4.66 .476 (2) 4.68 .505 (3) 4.58 .698 (5) 
needs 
Promote — — 4.67 .596 (4) 4.67 .619 (2) 
district 
Climate — — 4.76 .429 (1) — — 
Identify 4.58 .537 (4) 4.66 .510 (6) 
priorities 
Allocates 4.57 .537 (5) — — — --
resources 
Develop — — —— 4.59 .636 (4) 
policy 
^Rating scale: 1 = no importance; 2 = little importance; 3 = some 
importance; 4 = strong importance; 5 = critical importance. 
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The data show strong agreement across all three groups that 
decision making, administer policy, and identify needs are factors of 
very strong importance to school district effectiveness. There is 
minimal difference (.07) in the high mean ratings between the three 
groups when the three performance factor average ratings are compared. 
Board presidents and building principals agree that promoting the 
district should be included, while superintendents and board 
presidents agree that identifying school district priorities is of 
very strong importance. Board presidents were the only group to 
include climate as a factor, and it was their top rated factor. 
Allocating resources emerged on the superintendent's list, while 
developing policy did on the building principal's list. 
Superintendent's performance in most critical factors 
Table 6 provides ratings of superintendent performance in the 
most critical factors. The factors identified as most critical are 
listed with the mean effectiveness rating and rank of each performance 
factor as rated by superintendents, board presidents, and building 
principals. Appendix E supplies a complete list of all performance 
means related to superintendent effectiveness with a rank order of 
means from 1 (highest) to 40 (lowest). 
Superintendent's self-ratings of actual performance in the most 
critical factors were above very effective for decision making (4.25), 
identifying needs (4.05), and personnel selection (4.04). 
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Table 6. Mean ratings and rank order of superintendent effectiveness 
in the performance factors identified as being most critical® 
Superintendents Board Presidents Principals 
Factor Rating Rank Rating Rank Rating Rank 
Personnel 
selection processes 4.04 (7) -b b 
Decision making 4.25 (3) 4.06 (6) 3.84 (13) 
Identifying 4.05 (5) 4.15 (3) 3.87 (9) 
district needs 
Identifying 
district educa- 3.92 (13) 4.02 (8) 3.81 (14) 
tional priorities 
Strategic planning 3.52 (30) 3.94 (13) 3.69 (20) 
Allocating ^ 3.93 (5) 
resources 
Motivates adminis- —^ 3.38 (38) —^ 
trative staff 
^Rating scale: 1 = ineffective; 2 = somewhat affective; 3 = 
effective; 4 = very effective; 5 = extremely effective. 
^Not identified as most critical. 
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Superintendents rated themselves slightly below very effective in the 
factors of identifying educational priorities (3.92) and strategic 
planning (3.52). Superintendents saw strategic planning as one of the 
factors in which they were least effective. They reported that they 
were more effective in 29 other factors. 
Board president's ratings of actual superintendent performance in 
the most critical factors were above very effective for decision 
making (4.06), identifying district needs (4.15), and identifying 
district educational priorities (4.02). They rated superintendent 
performance slightly below very effective in strategic planning 
(3.94). Board presidents rated superintendent performance in 
motivating administrative staff as less effective, and they reported 
higher effectiveness in 37 other factors. 
Building principal's ratings of actual superintendent performance 
in the most critical factors were somewhat below very effective for 
decision making (3.84), identifying educational priorities (3.81), 
identifying needs (3.87), strategic planning (3.69), and allocating 
resources (3.93). Principal's ratings of superintendent performance 
were the lowest in the three performance factors of decision making. 
identifying district needs, and identifying district educational 
priorities, commonly identified by all three groups. The factors which 
principals ranked lowest included identifying educational priorities (14), 
decision making (13), and strategic planning (20). Principals agreed 
with superintendents assessment of performance in strategic planning 
and they noted higher performance in 19 other factors. 
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Superintendent's performance in areas of very strong importance 
Table 7 provides ratings of superintendent performance in the 
factors of very strong importance to school district effectiveness. 
The factors identified as being of very mtrong importance are listed 
along with the mean effectiveness rating and rank of each as rated by 
superintendents, board presidents, and building principals. Appendix 
E supplies a complete list of all performance means related to 
superintendent effectiveness with a rank order of means from 1 
(highest) to 40 (lowest). 
Superintendent's self-ratings of actual performance in the 
factors of very strong importance were above very effective for 
decision making (4.25), administering policy (4.28), identifying 
district needs (4.05), and allocating resources (4.27). They rated 
themselves slightly below very effective in the factor of identifying 
educational priorities (3.92). Superintendents felt they were more 
effective in 12 other factors. 
Board president's ratings of actual superintendent performance in 
the factors of very strong importance were above very effective for 
decision making (4.05), administering policy (4.27), identifying 
district needs (4.15), promoting the district (4.27), and identifying 
district educational priorities (4.02). Board presidents rated 
superintendent performance slightly below very effective in climate 
(3.82). They saw superintendent performance in climate as lower than 
performance in 18 other factors. 
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Table 7. Mean ratings and rank order of superintendent effectiveness 
in the performance factors identified as being of very strong 
importance® 
Superintendents Board Presidents Principals 
Factor Rating Rank Rating Rank Rating Rank 
Decision making 4.25 (3) 4.06 (6) 3.84 (13) 
Administer policy 4.28 (1) 4.27 (1) 4.29 (1) 
Identify needs 4.05 (5) 4.15 (3) 3.87 (9) 
Promote district __b 4.27 (1) 4.07 (3) 
Climate __b 3.82 (19) __b 
Identify 3.92 (13) 4.02 (8) b 
priorities 
Allocates 4.27 (2) __b __b 
resources 
Develop policy __b __b 4.10 (2) 
^Rating scale: 1 = ineffective; 2 = somewhat effective; 3 = 
effective; 4 = very effective; 5 = extremely effective. 
^Not identified as of very strong importance. 
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Building principal's ratings of actual superintendent performance 
in the factors of very strong importance were above very effective for 
promoting the district (4.07), administering policy (4.29), and 
developing policy (4.10). They rated superintendent performance 
slightly below very effective in decision making (3.84) and 
identifying district needs (3.87). Principals rated superintent 
performance in decision making lower than 12 other factors. 
Needs for further professional development 
This table reports the performance factors with the most critical 
need for further professional development as identified by 
superintendents, board presidents, and building principals. Table 8 
lists the five most frequently identified performance factors and 
includes a brief description of the performance factor, the frequency 
of selection for any rank 1-5, the individual rank selection 
frequency, and a weighted point value used to develop a standard score 
for each performance factor. A complete listing of all 40 performance 
factors arranged by the standard scores is included in Appendix F. 
Weighted point values were determined by assigning the value of 5 to 
those factors ranked as number 1, 4 for 2nd, 3 for 3rd, 2 for 4th, and 
1 for 5th. Frequency of selection in each rank times the weighted 
point value yields a total weighted score for each performance factor. 
The factors were then ranked from 1 (highest) to 5 (lowest). 
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Table 8. Superintendent performance factors with the most critical 
need for profeasional development identified by 
superintendents, board presidents, and building principals 
Superintendents Board Presidents Principals 
Rank Freq. Pts. Rank Freq. Pts. Rank Freq. Pts. 
Factor (N = 98) (N = 63) (N = 77) 
1 12 60 1 7 35 
Strategic 2 5 20 2 4 16 
planning 3 6 18 3 5 15 
4 1 2 4 2 4 
5 2 2 5 1 1 
26 102 (1) 19 71 
1 7 35 
Curriculum 2 8 32 
evaluation/ 3 6 18 
modification 4 5 10 
5 1 1 
27 96 (2) 
1 3 15 1 4 20 
Motivates 2 7 28 2 8 32 
instructional/ 3 7 21 3 4 12 
support 4 4 8 4 2 4 
staff 5 5 5 5 3 3 




1 3 15 
2 9 36 
3 5 15 
4 3 6 
5 2 2 
22 74 (4) 
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Table 8. Continued 
Superintendents Board Presidents Principals 
Rank Freq. Pts. Rank Freq. Pts. Rank Freq. Pts. 
Factor (N = 98) (N = 63) (N = 77) 
1 3 15 1 7 35 
Instructional 2 6 24 2 3 12 
improvement 3 3 9 3 4 12 
4 6 12 4 4 12 
5 10 10 5 2 2 
28 70 (5) 19 67 (3) 
1 9 45 
Identify 2 2 8 
needs 3 3 9 
4 0 0 
5 4 4 
18 66 (1) 
1 4 20 
Personnel 2 4 16 
evaluation 3 7 21 
4 2 4 
5 3 3 
20 54 (2) 
1 5 25 
Administer 2 4 16 
policy 3 2 6 
4 5 10 
5 6 6 
22 63 (3) 
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Table 8. Continued 
Superintendents Board Presidents Principals 
Rank Freq. Pts. Rank Freq. Pts. Rank Freq. Pts. 
Factor (N = 98) (N = 63) (N = 77) 
1 3 15 
Personnel 2 6 24 
selection 3 4 12 
4 2 4 
5 2 2 
17 57 (4) 
Decision making 
1 5 25 
2 2 8 
3 3 9 
4 4 8 
5 11 
15 51 (5) 
1 3 15 
2 6 24 
3 4 12 
4 3 6 
5 1 1 
17 58 (5) 
Climate 
1 5 25 
2 5 20 
3 1 3 
4 2 4 
5 8 8 
21 60 (4) 
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Table 8 shows that superintendents and building principals agree 
that strategic planning has the most critical need for professional 
development. They also agree that motivating instructional/support 
staff and instructional improvement are two additional factors with a 
most critical need for professional development. Superintendents 
completed their list by adding curriculum evaluation/modification and 
motivating administrative staff. Principals added decision making and 
climate to round out their most, critical list. 
Board presidents identified an almost completely different list 
of superintendent performance factors needing further professional 
development. Their list of performance factors with the most critical 
need for professional development included identifying needs. 
personnel evaluation, administer policy, personnel selection, and 
decision making. Board presidents and building principals agreed on 
the identification of only one factor, which was decision making. 
Superintendents clearly felt that strategic planning and 
curriculum evaluation/modification were factors with a greater need 
for professional development than motivating instructional/support 
staff, instructional improvement, and developing policy. While 
principals agreed with the identification of strategic planning, they 
rated the need for professional development in motivating 
instructional/support staff as equally important. 
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Inferential Statistics 
This section examines the relationship between independent 
variables such as respondent role or position, school size, and 
superintendent experience and the performance factors identified by 
superintendents, their board presidents, and building principals as (1) 
most critical to school district effectiveness, (2) of very strong 
importance, (3) superintendent performance in actual practice, and (4) 
factors having the most critical need for further professional 
development. The statistical procedures utilized include analysis of 
variance and t-test. Analyses of variance procedures were utilized to 
analyze the relationships between variables of respondent position and 
school district size. T-test procedures were used to analyze the 
relationships between superintendent experience and the need for 
further professional development. 
Hypothesis 1: There is no significant difference between 
perceptions of superintendents, their board presidents, 
presidents, and building principals as to the most 
critical performance factors related to school 
district effectiveness. 
This hypothesis was designed to determine if there were 
significant differences between perceptions of each group as to 
performance factors most critical to school district effectiveness. 
Table 9 shows the means for performance factors identified as most 
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Table 9. Comparisona of most critical performance factors as reported 
by Buperintendents, board presidents, and building principals^ 
Most critical means 
Factor 
description Supt. (X) Bd. Pres. [X) Prin. (X) F Probability 
Decision making 4.77 4.73 4. 70 .6332 
Identifying 
district needs 




4.58 4.66 4:65 .1452 
Strategic planning 4.39 4.48 4.47 . 5607 
Allocating 
resources 
4.57 4.38 4.36 •0404* 
Personnel selec­
tion processes 
4.47 4.44 4.22 .0601 
Motivates adminis­
trative staff 
4.10 4.21 4.08 .5655 
® Rating scale: 1 = no importance; 2 = little importance; 3 = some 
importance; 4 = strong importance; 5 = critical importance. 
*Factors significantly different at the .05 level. 
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critical by each of the three groups and the probability that the 
differences among groups did not occur by chance. The post-hoc 
Scheffe procedure was used to identify the respondent groups where 
differences occurred at the .05 level of significance. 
The null hypothesis was not rejected for superintendent 
performance factors decision making, identifying district needs. 
identifying district educational priorities, strategic planning. 
personnel selection, or motivates administrative staff. The null 
hypothesis was rejected for allocating resources. 
Superintendents rated allocating resources significantly more 
critical (4.57) than either building principals (4.35) or board 
presidents (4.38). 
Hypothesis 2: There is no significant difference in the 
perceptions of superintendents, their board 
presidents, and building principals as to the 
level of superintendent performance in factors 
identified as most critical to school district 
effectiveness. 
This hypothesis was designed to determine if there were 
significant differences among group ratings of superintendent 
performance of factors identified as critical to school district 
effectiveness. Table 10 shows each group's ratings for performance 
^actors identified as most critical and the probability that the 
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Table 10. Comparieona of superintendent performance in most critical 
factors as reported by superintendents, board presidents, 
and building principals® 
Performance means 
Factor 
description Supt. (X) Bd. Pres. (X) Prin. (X) F Probability 




district educa- 3.92 
tional priorities 
Strategic planning 3.52 
Allocating 4.27 
resources 
Personnel selec- 4.04 
tion processes 























^Rating scales 1 = ineffective; 2 = somewhat effective; 3 = 
effective; 4 = very effective; 5 = extremely effective. 
*Factors significantly different at the .05 level. 
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differences among groups did not occur by chance. The post-hoc 
Scheffe procedure was used to identify the respondent groups where 
differences occurred at the .05 level of significance. 
The null hypothesis was not rejected for identifying district 
needs, identifying district educational priorities, and climate. The 
null hypothesis was rejected for decision making, strategic planning. 
allocating resources, and personnel selection processes. 
Building principals rated their superintendent's performance in 
decision making significantly lower (3.84) than the superintendents 
rated their performance in decision making (4.25). Principals also 
rated superintendent performance in allocating resources significantly 
lower (3.93) than did superintendents (4.27). The principals rated 
superintendent performance in personnel selection processes 
significantly lower (3.62) than superintendent self-ratings (4.04). 
Superintendents rated their own performance in strategic planning 
significantly lower (3.52) than did board presidents (3.94). 
Hypothesis 3: There is no significant difference between 
perceptions of superintendents, their board 
presidents, and building principals as to 
performance factors of very strong importance to 
school district effectiveness. 
This hypothesis was designed to determine if there were 
significant differences among perceptions of each group as to the 
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performance factors of very strong importance to school district 
effectiveness. Table 11 shows the means for performance factors 
identified as being of very strong importance and the probability that 
the differences among groups did not occur by chance. The post-hoc 
Scheffe procedure was used to identify the respondent groups where 
differences occurred at the .05 level of significance. 
The null hypothesis was not rejected for decision making. 
administer policy. Identify needs, promote district, identify 
priorities, and develop policy. The null hypothesis was rejected for 
climate and allocating resources. 
Board presidents rated climate (4.76) as significantly more 
important than either superintendents (4.50) or building principals 
(4.46). Superintendents rated allocates resources (4.57) as 
significantly more important than building principals (4.36) and board 
presidents (4.38). 
Hypothesis 4: There is no significant difference in the 
perceptions of superintendents, their board 
presidents, and building principals as to the 
level of superintendent performance in factors 
identified as being of very strong importance to 
school district effectiveness. 
This hypothesis was designed to determine if there were significant 
differences among group ratings of superintendent performance in 
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Table 11. Comparisons of performance factors of very strong importance 




description Supt. (X) Bd. Pres. (X) Prin. (X) F Probability 
Decision making 4.77 4.73 4.70 .6332 
Administer policy 4.66 4.67 4.62 .8470 
Identify needs 4.66 4.68 4.58 .5282 
Promote district 4.50 4.67 4.67 .1072 
Climate 4.50 4.76 4.46 .0087* 
Identify 
priorities 
4.58 4.66 4.46 .1452 
Allocates 
resources 
4.57 4.38 4.36 .0404* 
Develop policy 4.46 4.54 4.59 .3320 
^Rating scale: 1 = no importance; 2 = little importance; 3 = some 
importance; 4 = strong importance; 5 = critical importance. 
*Factors significantly different at the .05 level. 
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factors identified as being of very strong Importance to school 
district effectiveness. Table 12 shows each group's performance 
ratings for factors identified as being of vary strong importance and 
the probability that the differences among groups did not occur by 
chance. The post-hoc Scheffe procedure was used to identify the 
respondent groups where differences occurred at the .05 level of 
significance. 
The null hypothesis was not rejected for administer policy. 
identify needs, promote district, climate, identify priorities, and 
develop policy. The null hypothesis was rejected for decision making 
and allocates resources. 
Building principals rated superintendent performance in decision 
making significantly lower (3.04) than superintendents self-rating 
(4.25). Building principals also rated superintendent performance in 
allocating resources significantly lower (3.93) than did 
superintendents (4.27). 
Hypothesis 5: There is no significant difference in the 
perceptions of superintendents, their board 
presidents, and building principals as to the 
performance factors identified as having the 
most critical need for further professional 
development. 
This hypothesis was designed to determine if there were 
significant differences among what each group identified as most 
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Table 12. Comparisons of superintendent performance in factors of very 
strong importance as reported by superintendents, board 
presidents, and building principals* 
Performance means 
Factor 
description Supt. (X) Bd. Pres. (X) Prin. (X) F Probability 
Decision making 4.25 4.06 3.84 .0039* 
Administer policy 4.28 4.27 4.29 .9929 
Identify needs 4.05 4.15 3.87 .1199 
Promote district 4.05 4.27 4.07 .2731 
Climate 3.97 3.82 3.87 .5914 
Identify 
priorities 
3.92 4.02 3.81 .3434 
Allocates 
resources 
4.27 4.03 3.93 .0260* 
Develop policy 3.94 4.10 4.09 .3927 
^Rating scale; 1 = ineffective; 2 = somewhat effective; 3 = 
effective; 4 - very effective; 5 = extremely effective. 
*Factors significantly different at the .05 level. 
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critical for further professional development. Table 13 shows the 
performance factors with the most critical need for professional 
development and the probability that the differences among groups 
did not occur by chance. The post-hoc Scheffe procedure was used to 
identify the respondent groups where differences occurred at the .05 
level of significance. 
The null hypothesis was not rejected for any performance factors 
identified as having the most critical need for professional 
development. There were no significant differences in ratings of the 
needs for further professional development attributable to respondent 
position. 
Hypothesis 6: There is no significant difference in 
perceptions in small, medium, and large school 
districts as to the most critical performance 
factors related to school district effectiveness. 
This hypothesis was designed to determine if school district size 
influenced group ratings of performance factors identified as most 
critical to school district effectiveness. Tables 14a-14c show mean 
ratings of most critical performance factors by school size, respondent 
position, and the probability that the differences among groups did 
not occur by chance. The post-hoc Scheffe procedure was used to 
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Table 13. Comparisone of performance factors with moat critical need 
for professional development as reported by superintendents, 
board presidents, and building principals 
Professional development means 
Supt. (X) Bd. Pres. (X) Prin. (X) F Probability 
Factor 
description 






















2 . 8 6  
3.00 




















2 . 8 1  
2.50 















Table 14a. Superintendent's mean ratings of most critical performance 
factors by school size® 
K-12 enrollment 




4.67 4.67 4.83 4.79 4.82 .7023 
Identifying 
district needs 




4.67 4.53 4.59 4.40 4.68 .4659 
Strategic 
planning 
4.42 4.20 4.35 4.25 4.61 ,0814 
Allocating 
resources 








4.00 3.93 4.14 3.80 4.43 .0184' 
^Rating scale: 1 = no importance; 2 = little importance; 3 = 
some importance; 4 = strong importance; 5 = critical importance. 
*Factors significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 14b. Board president's 
factors by school 
mean ratings of most critical performance 
size® 
Factor 
description <250 250-399 
K-12 enrollment 
1 400-699 700-999 1000> £ Probability 
X X X X X 
Decision 
making 








4.67 4.58 4.68 4.50 4.81 .5839 
Strategic 
planning 
4.33 4.58 4.42 4.50 4.47 .9561 
Allocating 
resources 








4.33 4.25 4.16 3.92 4.41 .4110 
^Rating scale: 1 = no importance; 2 = 
some importance; 4 = strong importance; 5 = 
little importance; 3 = 
critical importance. 
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Table 14c. Building principal's mean ratings of most critical 




<250 250-399 499-699 700-999 1000> F Probability 
Decision 
making 








4.17 4.25 4.61 4.29 4.65 ,2814 
Strategic 
planning 
4.50 4.17 4.56 4.29 4.70 .2019 
Allocating 
resources 








4,17 3.67 4.22 3.88 4.30 . 1868 
^Rating scale: 1 = no importance; 2 = little importance; 3 = 
some importance; 4 = strong importance; 5 = critical importance. 
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identify specific district size groups where differences occurred at 
the .05 level of significance. 
The null hypothesis was not rejected for decision making, 
identifying district needs, identifying district educational 
priorities, strategic planning, allocating resources, and personnel 
selection processes when considering superintendent's responses. The 
null hypothesis was rejected for motivates administrative staff. 
Table 14a shows that superintendents of school districts with 
enrollments in excess of 1000 rated motivates administrative staff as 
significantly more critical (4.43) than did superintendents in 
districts of 700-999 (3.80). 
Tables 14b and 14c, respectively, show that the null hypothesis 
was not rejected for either board president or building principal 
responses, as there were no significant differences in ratings of most 
critical factors attributable to school district size. 
Hypothesis 7; There is no significant difference in 
perceptions in small, medium, and large 
school districts as to the factors of very 
strong importance to school district 
ef fectiveness. 
This hypothesis was designed to determine if school district size 
influenced group ratings of performance factors of very strong 
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importance to school district effectiveness. Tables 15a-15c show the 
mean ratings of performance factors of very strong importance by 
school size, respondent position, and the probability that the 
differences among groups did not occur by chance. The post-hoc 
Scheffe procedure was used to identify specific district size groups 
where differences occurred at the .05 level of significance. 
The null hypothesis was not rejected for decision making, 
identify needs, promote district, climate, identify priorities. 
allocates resources, and develop policy when considering 
superintendent's responses. The null hypothesis was rejected for 
administer policy. 
Table 15a shows that superintendents in districts with enrollment 
sizes of 400-599 and in excess of 1000 rated administer policy (4.83) 
and (4.82), respectively, significantly higher than superintendents in 
districts with enrollments of 250-399 and less than 250 who rated 
administer policy (4.33) and (4.42), respectively. 
Tables 15b and 15c show that the null hypothesis was not rejected 
for any of the performance factors identified as of very strong 
importance to school district effectiveness when considering ratings 
of board presidents and building principals. There were no 
significant differences in ratings of factors of very strong 
importance that were attributable to school district size for board 
presidents and building principals. 
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Table 15a. Superintendent's mean ratings of factors of very strong 





















4.67 4.67 4.83 4.79 4.82 
4.42 4.33 4.83 4.65 4.82 
4.50 4.73 4.77 4.55 4.68 
4.58 4.47 4.52 4.25 4.64 
4.50 4.47 4.48 4.40 4.61 
4.67 4.53 4.59 4.40 4.68 
4.67 4.60 4.61 4.50 4,54 









^Rating scale; 1 = no importance; 2 = little importance; 3 = 
some importance; 4 = strong importance; 5 = critical importance. 
Factors significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 15b. Board president's mean ratings of factors of very strong 





















4,67 4.83 4.74 4.58 4.75 
5,00 4,67 4,53 4.50 4.88 
4,67 4.75 4.63 4.73 4,65 
4,67 4.83 4.58 4.75 4.59 
4.67 4.83 4.79 4.50 4,88 
4.67 4.58 4.68 4.50 4.81 
4.33 4.33 4.42 4.17 4.53 









^Rating scale: 1 = no importance; 2 = little importance; 3 = some 
importance; 4 = strong importance; 5 = critical importance. 
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Table 15c. Building principal's mean ratings of factors of very strong 






















4.83 4.42 4.67 4.82 4.74 
4.50 4.50 4.78 4.53 4.65 
4.50 4.33 4.72 4.59 4.61 
4.83 4.50 4.78 4.47 4.78 
4.17 4.17 4.61 4.29 4.70 
4.17 4.25 4.61 4.29 4.65 
4.50 4.25 4.65 4.29 4.22 









^Rating scale: 1 = no importance; 2 = little importance; 3 = some 
importance; 4 = strong importance; 5 = critical importance. 
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Hypothesis 8: There is no significant difference in 
perceptions as to the performance factors 
identified as having the most critical need 
for further professional development between 
more and less experienced superintendents. 
This hypothesis was designed to determine if superintendent 
experience influenced perceptions of each group as to performance 
factors having the most critical need for professional development. 
Within the sample of superintendents, years of administrative 
experience ranged from 1 to 38, with an average of 20 years. For the 
purposes of this analysis, less experienced superintendents were 
classified as those with 1 to 19 years of experience, while more 
experienced superintendents were classified as those with 20 to 38 
years of experience. A t-test statistical procedure was used to 
compare the two group mean ratings of identified superintendent 
performance factors. Pooled and separate t-tests were used as 
statistically appropriate to determine if significant differences 
exist at the .05 level. Tables 16a-16c show superintendent's, board 
president's, and building principal's responses and includes the 
experience group, number of valid cases, mean rating, standard 
deviation, appropriate T value, and level of significance. 
The null hypothesis was not rejected for strategic planning, 
curriculum evaluation/modification, motivates instructional/support 
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staff, motivates administrative staff, instructional imcrovement. 
identifv needs, personnel evaluation, administer policy, personnel 
selection, or climate. The null hypothesis was rejected for decision 
making. 
Table 15a shows that superintendents with more experience rated 
the need for further professional development in decision making 
significantly higher (4.67) than did less experienced superintendents 
(3.00). 
Tables 16b and 16c show that the null hypothesis was not rejected 
for any performance factors identified as having the most critical 
need for professional development when considering ratings of board 
presidents and building principals. 
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Table 16a. Superintendent's mean ratings for factors identified as 
having the momt critical need for professional development 
Factor 
description Group® Number Mean SD T Value Significance 
Strategic 1 13 3.69 .947 .38 .710 
planning 2 13 3.54 1.127 
Curriculum 1 13 2.92 1.115 -1.78 .089 
eval/mod. 2 12 3.58 .669 
Motivates 1 15 2.80 1.146 -.69 .499 
instruc/support 2 11 3.09 .944 
staff 
Motivates 1 12 2.75 1.053 -1.01 .327 
administrative 2 10 3.20 1.033 
staff 
Instructional 1 12 3.08 1.564 -.26 .797 
improvement 2 14 3.21 .975 
Identify 1 8 3.00 1.195 -.80 .443 
needs 2 5 3.60 1.517 
Personnel 1 8 3.00 1.309 .16 .872 
evaluation 2 13 2.92 .862 
Administer 1 3 3.33 .577 1.43 .211 
policy 2 4 2.75 .500 
Personnel 1 5 3.20 1.304 .79 .440 
selection 2 12 2.75 .965 
Decision 1 8 3.00 1.069 -2.51 .033* 
making 2 3 4.67 .577 
Climate 1 13 3.23 1.301 -.03 .975 
2 8 3.25 1.389 
®1 = less experience; 2 = more experience. 
*Factors significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 16b. Board president's mean ratings for factors identified as 
having the most critical need for professional development 
Factor 





8 3.63 1.302 -.45 














7 3.71 .951 















2 . 8 0  
.000 
.447 


























































.00  1 . 0 0 0  
^1 = less experience; 2 = more experience. 
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Table 16c. Building principal's mean ratings for factors identified as 
having the most critical need for professional development 
Factor 
description Group® Number Mean SD T value Significance 
Strategic 1 5 3.20 1.304 -.02 .982 
planning 2 14 3.21 1.122 
Curriculum 1 5 3.00 1.581 -.77 .458 
eval/mod. 2 9 3.55 1.130 
Motivates 1 7 2.86 1.464 -1.03 .316 
instruc/support 2 13 3.46 1.127 
staff 
Motivates 1 6 3.33 1.211 .50 .628 
administrative 2 6 3.00 1.095 
staff 
Instructional 1 10 3.70 .823 .92 .370 
improvement 2 9 3.22 1.394 
Identify 1 4 3.25 .957 -.66 .525 
needs 2 8 3.63 .916 
Personnel 1 5 2.60 .894 -.50 .622 
evaluation 2 11 2.91 1.221 
Administer 1 7 2.67 .516 1.10 .315 
policy 2 2 2.00 1.414 
Personnel 1 5 3.20 1.304 1.03 .332 
selection 2 5 2.40 1.140 
Decision 1 11 3.00 1.414 -.55 .589 
making 2 5 3.40 1.140 
Climate 1 12 2.75 1.485 -1.11 .282 
2 9 3.44 1.333 
^1 = less experience; 2 = more experience. 
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CHAPTER V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Introduction 
This study was designed to identify superintendent performance 
factors that superintendents, their board presidents, and building 
principals perceived to be most critical to school district 
effectiveness and the performance factors with the most critical need 
for further professional development. The study investigates 
differences in perceptions by respondent position, school district 
size, and superintendent experience. Data for this study were 
obtained from superintendents, their board presidents, and building 
principals from 101 Iowa school districts. 
The study was also designed to identify superintendent 
performance factors of very strong importance to school district 
operation. There was little difference among the most critical 
factors and those identified as of very strong importance. Thus, 
since little additional information was gleaned from this analysis, no 
further discussion of very strong performance factore is provided in 
this chapter. 
Summary of Findings 
The study yielded findings that have important implications for 
those interested in superintendent and school district effectiveness. 
Majoi: findings of the study are presented below. 
1. Identifying district needs, decision making, identifying 
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district eductional prioritieB. and strategic planning were 
four factors identified by all three groups as superintendent 
performance factors that are most critical to school district 
effectiveness. The three groups differed on the fifth most 
critical performance factor with superintendents identifying 
personnel selection processes, board presidents identifying 
motivating the administrative staff, and building principals 
identifying allocating resources. School district size had 
little effect on the perceptions of the respondents. 
Ratings of superintendent effectiveness in the most critical 
performance factors ranged from effective to very effective. 
Generally, superintendent effectiveness in these factors was 
rated highest by their board presidents and lowest by their 
building principals. Superintendent performance in strategic 
planning received the lowest effectiveness ratings from all 
groups. 
There was little agreement among the respondents as to 
superintendent professional development needs. 
Superintendents and building principals were in agreement 
that strategic planning, motivating instructional and support 
staff, and instructional improvement needed further 
professional development. Experienced superintendents saw a 
much greater need for further professional development in 
decision making than less experienced superintendents. 
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Discussion 
The results of this study add to the limited amont of research 
regarding superintendent effectiveness. Caution in using the results of 
this study should be exercised since assessments of superintendent 
effectiveness may have been hampered by the data collection procedure. 
Board presidents' and building principals' responses may have been 
influenced by having to return their completed surveys to the 
superintendent. The study results also rely entirely on the perceptions 
of superintendents, their board presidents, and building principals. A 
brief discussion of how the results of this study compare to previous 
research regarding superintendent performance factors is provided, 
followed by a discussion of the implications of the results. 
There have been few studies of superintendent performance 
factors that influence school district effectiveness. The most 
comprehensive studies included research conducted by Collier (1987) 
and Sclafani (1987) who obtained data from random samples of 
superintendents in Texas, the nation, and a national sample of 
effective superintendents identified by expert selection. 
"Demonstrating a broad array of leadership skills" and "demonstrates 
sound principles of personnel administration" were the top ranked 
superintendent performance factors identified by both the Collier and 
Sclafani studies. Additional important performance factors included 
"effective public relations and coalition building activities", 
"effective teacher performance evaluation", and "sound financial 
planning and cash management". The sample of effective 
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superintendents included "motivation techniques", while Texas 
superintendents included "curriculum design and instructional 
delivery" as important superintendent performance factors. 
This study identified three very specific reflections of 
leadership skills: (1) identifying district needs. (2) identifying 
district educational priorities, and {3; strategic Planning were 
perceived to be most critical to effective superintendent performance 
in Iowa school districts. Perhaps the reason for differences in the 
studies results from stating the performance factors in very general 
terms in the survey methodology used by Collier and Sclafani. The 
survey methodology used in this study utilized much more specific 
statements of superintendent leadership. 
Both the Collier (1987) and Sclafani (1987) studies identified 
"demonstrates sound principles of personnel administration" as an 
important superintendent performance function. Iowa superintendents 
identified personnel selection procesnes as being most critical. This 
study established a much more specific focus on one part of this broad 
area of personnel administration. 
Effective superintendents in the Sclafani (1987) study identified 
"utilizes motivation techniques", while board presidents in this study 
identified motivating the administrative staff as most critical. 
While the findings are similar, respondents in this study pinpointed 
the motivation of administrators as an area of motivation most 
critical to school district effectiveness. 
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The remaining superintendent performance factors identified as 
most critical in the Collier (1987) and Sclafani (1987) studies are 
not similar to those identified as in this study. Even though the 
original 40 performance factors in this study did include public 
relations, teacher evaluation, and financial management factors, 
respondents did not include these as nost critical. 
It should also be noted that the Collier (1987) and Sclafani 
(1987) studies relied completely on superintendent's perceptions in 
the identification of most critical superintendent performance 
factors. The addition of board presidents and building principals in 
this study may account for some of the differences in findings, 
although even the superintendent's perceptions in this sample differed 
from those in the Collier (1987) and Sclafani (1987) studies. 
Perhaps since Iowa education consistently ranks very high in the 
nation in most measures of school district effectiveness, the 
priorities for effective school district operation in Iowa may be much 
different than in Texas or the nation. Iowa school districts are 
typically small and located in primarily rural areas. Iowa student 
populations tend to lack the cultural diversity and socio-economic 
differences that are found in Texas and the nation. Given these 
differences, expectations for superintendent performance in Iowa may 
be different than in Texas and some other states. 
There was little agreement among superintendents, their board 
presidents, and building principals as to the professional development 
needs of superintendents. Superintendents and building principals 
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were more likely to agree perhaps due to simliar educational training 
programs and more frequent contacts. Board presidents may also see 
things differently because their constituents have different needs. 
As Cuban (1984) observed, major performance responsibilities of 
the school superintendent have shifted. A century ago, 
superintendents were teacher-scholars deeply involved in the 
instructional program. Then they became primarily business managers. 
Recent events have shifted the superintendent's emphasis to school 
improvement and organizational effectiveness, thus the superintendent 
as leader has emerged. 
This study suggests that to be effective, superintendents must 
focus their leadership activities on identifying district needs and 
priorities, development of strategic plans, and assuring that decision 
making skills are very important to the effective implementation of 
these leadership activities. Rapid changes in technology and the 
explosion of knowledge have placed increased demands on public 
education. Higher educational expectations, coupled with restricted 
financial resources, have placed tremendous pressure on school 
superintendents to focus limited financial resources in program areas 
that will be of maximum benefit to students. None of this is 
surprising, research is common sense at its best. 
Recommendations 
This study establishes a framework that can be used to enhance 
superintendent and school district effectiveness. Specific 
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recommendations are provided below. 
1) Staff development programs for practicing superintendents 
should concentrate training activities on identifying district 
needs, decision making, identifving district educational 
priorities, strategic planning, personnel selection processes. 
motivating the administrative staff, and allocating resources. 
These performance factors should be included in staff 
development program offerings. 
2) College and university training programs for superintendents 
should analyze the amount and quality of training provided in 
identifying district needs, decision making, identifying 
district educational priorities, strategic planning, personnel 
selection processes, motivating the administrative staff, and 
allocating resources. Simulations, internships, and field 
experiences should stress research and skill development to 
improve effectiveness in these performance factor areas. 
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Establishes and maintains a positive and open learning 
environment to bring about the motivation and social 
integration of students and staff: 
1) Utilizes alternative staffing patterns when appropriate. 
2) Utilizes an array of human relations skills. 
3) Employs organizational development practices. 
4) Demonstrates a broad array of leadership skills. 
5) Utilizes participative management when appropriate. 
5) Employs climate assesment methods and skills. 
7) Improves the quality of relationships among staff and 
students in order to enhance learning. 
8) Demonstrates a sound understanding of human relations, 
organizational development, and leadership skills. 
9) Utilizes motivation techniques. 
10) Demonstrates interpersonal communication skills. 
11) Demonstrates multicultural and ethnic understanding. 
12) Utilizes collaborative goal setting and action planning. 
13) Demonstrates organizational personal planning and time 
management. 
Builds strong local, state, and national support for education; 
1) Guides the analysis aad development of district policies. 
2) Employs effective school/community public relations, 
coalition building, and related activities. 
3) Demonstrates a comprehensive understanding of the politics 
of school governance and operations. 
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4) Utilizes negotiation and/or collective bargaining 
processes. 
5) Communicates and projects an articulate position for 
education. 
6) Demonstrates conflict mediation and the skills to accept 
and cope with inherent controversies. 
7) Uses mass media in shaping and forming opinions. 
8) Utilizes lobbying, political power, and/or influence. 
III. Develops and delivers an effective curriculum that expands the 
definitions of literacy, competency, and cultural integration 
to include advanced technologies, problem solving, critical 
thinking, and communication skills, and cultural enrichment 
for all students: 
1) Plans and employs futures methods to anticipate 
occupational trends and their implications. 
2) Analyzes taxonomies of instructional objectives and 
validation procedures for curricular units and sequences. 
3) Uses accepted theories of cognitive development in 
determining the sequencing and structuring of curricula. 
4) Develops valid and reliable performance measures for 
instructional outcomes. 
5) Uses computers and other technologies as instructional 
aids. 
6) Promotes and makes use of the arts and cultural resources. 
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Develops and implements effective models/modes of 
instructional delivery that make the best use of time, staff, 
advanced technologies, community resources, and financial 
means to maximize student outcomes: 
1) Employs principles of sound curriculum design and 
instructional delivery strategies. 
2) Uses instructional and motivational psychology. 
3) Uses alternative methods of monitoring and evaluating 
student achievement. 
4) Manages change to enhance the mastery of educational 
goals. 
5) Applies computer management to the instructional program. 
6) Ensures that instructional time and resources are used 
effectively. 
Creates programs of continuous improvement, including 
evaluation of both staff and program effectiveness as keys to 
student learning and development; 
1) Assesses staff needs to identify areas for concentrated 
staff development. 
2) Identifies system needs for resource allocation of new 
personnel. 
3) Assesses individual and institutional sources of stress 
and develops methods for coping with stress. 
4) Provides for effective evaluation of teacher performance. 
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5) Provides for effective evaluation of administrator and 
Bupervieor performances. 
6) Provides for effective evaluation of classified staff 
members. 
7} Utilizes effective supervision as a staff improvement and 
evaluation strategy. 
VI. Manages and is responsible for all school finance issues of 
the school district: 
1) Employs sound financial planning and cash flow management. 
2) Develops effective strategies for passing bonds, taxes, 
and referenda. 
3) Uses cost-effective techniques and sound program budgeting 
procedures. 
VII. Skillfully manages school system operations and facilities to 
enhance student learning: 
1) Guides facility planning, maintenance, and operation. 
2) Demonstrates sound principles of personnel administration. 
3) Effectively addresses pupil personnel and categorical 
program needs. 
4) Applies legal concepts, regulations, and codes essential 
for effective school operations. 
5) Utilizes analytical techniques of management. 
VIII. Conducts and utilizes research as a basis of problem solving 
and progreira planning of all kinds: 
1) Uses descriptive and inferential statistics appropriately. 
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2) Selects, administers, and interprets evaluation 
instruments. 
3) Employs evaluation and planning models and methods. 
4) Utilizes research designs and methods including gathering, 
analyzing, and interpreting data. 
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1) Seeks out relevant data and analyzes complex information to 
determine the important elements of a problem situation. 
2) Decision making. 
3) Provides leadership in identifying school district needs. 
4) Provides leadership in identifying educational priorities in the 
school district. 
5) Utilizes cooperative goal setting activities to develop district 
goals. 
6) Provides leadership in developing short- and long-range strategic 
plans. 
7) Provides leadership in implementing action plans for achieving 
district goals. 
8) Informs parents, staff, students, and the community of progress 
towards meeting district goals. 
9) Delegates tasks to others within the school organization. 
10) Promotes humor in the workplace^. 
11) Allocates funds, personnel, and other district resources. 
12) Utilizes motivational strategies to maximize performance of 
administrative staff. 
13) Utilizes motivational strategies to maximize performance of 
instructional and support staff. 
14) Manages conflicts which occur in the school district. 
^Performance factors with no known link to school district 
effectiveness. 
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15) Provides leadership in resolving problems within the school 
district. 
16) Achieves results when working in one-on-one situations. 
17) Promotes hot lunch programs^. 
18) Provides leadership when working with groups. 
19) Interacts with others while involved in pressure situations. 
20) Makes oral presentations of facts and ideas to groups. 
21) Listens when interacting with others. 
22) Plans, organizes, and conducts meetings. 
23) Utilizes written communications to transmit information. 
24) Promotes the school district within the community. 
25) Coordinates student transportation programs^. 
26) Promotes partnerships with business and industry. 
27) Provides leadership to evaluate and modify (if necessary) the 
instructional program. 
28) Provides leadership for a district instructional improvement 
program. 
29) Promotes student activity programs^. 
30) Provides leadership for curriculum selection. 
31) Provides leadership for curriculum evaluation and modification. 
32) Provides leadership in implementing an articulated curriculum. 
33) Provides leadership to design and implement a process for 
personnel selection. 
^Performance factors with no known link to school district 
effectiveness. 
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34) Provides leadership to implement a personnel evaluation process. 
35) Reviews student discipline cases^. 
36) Provides leadership in developing district policies for 
consideration and/or adoption by the board. 
37) Administers district policy. 
38) Provides leadership in developing and maintaining a climate in 
which students, staff, parents, and community work together. 
39) Interprets and communicates the impact of court decisions for 
others. 
40) Utilizes services of legal professionals. 
^Performance factors with no known link to school district 
effectiveness. 
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Table C.l. Superintendent's most critical performance factors by 
standard score 
Factor description Standard score 
Decision making 173 
Identify needs 151 
Identify priorities 118 
Strategic planning 115 
Personnel selection 97 
Allocates resources 91 
Instructional improvement 73 
Goal setting 51 
Motivates administrative staff 49 
Motivates inst/support staff 48 
Promote district 48 
Climate 48 
Develop policy 44 
Leadership to resolve problems 43 
Administer policy 43 
Listening 35 
Delegating 32 
Curriculum eval/modification 21 
Manage conflicts 19 
Personnel evaluation 19 
Action plans 18 
Group leadership 18 
Problem elements 16 
Interaction-pressure 16 
Meetings POC 15 
Eval/modify instructional programs 11 
Curriculum articulation 11 
Discipline 11 
Written communication 10 
Curriculum selection 7 
Goal progress 6 
Humor 4 
Legal professional 4 
Promote B/I partnerships 3 
One-on-one 0 
Hot lunch 0 
Oral presentations 0 
Transportation 0 
Student activity 0 
Court decisions 0 
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Table C.2. Board president's most critical performance factors by 
standard score 
Identify needs 126 
Decision making 104 
Identify priorities 104 
Strategic planning 80 
Motivates administrative staff 44 
Administer policy 43 
Allocates resources 42 
Motivates inst/support staff 42 
Promote district 42 
Personnel selection 33 
Goal setting 32 
Personnel evaluation 29 
Lerdership to resolve problems 27 
Curriculum eval/modification 23 
Action plans 21 
Listening 18 
Develop policy 17 
Curriculum selection 16 
Eval/modify instructional programs 14 
Delegating 13 
Instructional improvement 13 
Meetings POC 11 
Manage conflicts 10 
Problem elements 9 
Goal progress 7 
Interaction-pressure 6 
Climate 6 
Oral presentation 4 
Promote B/I partnerships 4 
Group leadership 3 
Curriculum articulation 3 
One-on-one 1 
Humor 0 
Hot lunch 0 
Written communication 0 
Transportation 0 
Student activity 0 
Discipline 0 
Court decisions 0 
Legal professionals 0 
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Table C.3. Principal's momt critical performance factors by 
standard score 
Factor description Standard score 
Identify needs 215 
Decision making 176 
Identify priorities 131 
Strategic planning 78 
Allocates resources 51 
Climate 46 
Develop policy 40 
Action plans 38 
Promote district 37 
Goal setting 15 
Administer policy 30 
Motivates administrative staff 28 
Motivates inst/support staff 24 
Leadership to resolve problems 24 
Eval/modify instructional programs 24 
Curriculum eval/modification 24 
Personnel selection 23 
Listening 21 
Problem elements 20 
Delegating 20 
Instructional improvement 19 
Personnel evaluation 17 
Manage conflicts 14 
Goal progress 11 
Group leadership 8 
Meetings POC 7 
Curriculum articulation 6 




Court decisions 3 
Transportation 2 
Legal professionals 2 
Student activity 1 
Curriculum selection 1 
One-on-one 0 
Hot lunch 0 
Oral presentation 0 
Promote B/I partnerships 0 
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Table D.l. Superintendent's average ratings and standard deviations 
of importance to school district effectiveness 
Factor description Mean SD 
Decision making 4 .77 .445 
Administer policy 4 . 66 .536 
Identify needs 4 . 66 .476 
Identify priorities 4 .58 .537 
Allocates resources 4 .57 .537 
Promote district 4 .50 .596 
Climate 4 .50 .561 
Leadership to resolve problems 4 .50 .523 
Manage conflicts 4 .49 .542 
Listening 4 .47 .578 
Personnel selection 4 .47 .613 
Develop policy 4 .46 .595 
Delegating 4 .41 .589 
Strategic planning 4 .39 .530 
Problem elements 4. 33 .657 
Personnel evaluation 4. 32 .619 
Instructional improvement 4, .31 .633 
E/M inst. programs 4, .31 .649 
Meetings POC 4. ,27 .584 
Written communication 4. 26 .597 
Action plans 4. ,24 .499 
Goal setting 4. ,23 .571 
Interaction-pressure 4. 20 .574 
Group leadership 4. 19 . 586 
Goal progress 4. 11 .554 
Motivates administration 4. 10 .684 
Curriculum eval/modification 4. 08 .684 
Curriculum articulation 4. 07 .699 
Oral presentation 4. 06 . 677 
One-on-one 4. 06 .623 
Legal professionals 3. 98 .730 
Motivates inst/support staff 3. 97 .688 
Curriculum selection 3. 85 .724 
Humor 3. 73 .737 
Student activity 3. 63 .767 
Court decisions 3. 59 .792 
Promote B/I partnerships 3. 22 .797 
Transportation 3. 42 .941 
Discipline 3. 22 .793 
Hot lunch 3. 17 .897 
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Table D.2. Boerd president's average ratings and standard deviations 
of importance to school district effectiveness 
Factor description Mean SD 
Climate 4 .76 .429 
Decision making 4 .73 .482 
Identify needs 4 .68 .505 
Administer policy 4 .67 .508 
Promote district 4 .67 .596 
Identify priorities 4 .66 .510 
Leadership to resolve problems 4 .56 .590 
Develop policy 4 .54 .534 
Strategic planning 4 
GO 
.619 
Personnel evaluation 4 .46 .591 
Action plans 4 .46 .591 
Personnel selection 4 .44 .690 
E/M inst. programs 4 .44 .616 
Manage conflicts 4 .43 .615 
Listening 4 .41 .613 
Problem elements 4. 41 .638 
Instructional improvement 4. 40 .636 
Allocates resources 4, .38 .633 
Curriculum eval/modification 4. 33 .648 
Group leadership 4. 29 .637 
Oral presentation 4. ,24 .665 
Motivates administration 4. ,21 .676 
Motivates inst/support staff 4. ,19 .669 
Curriculum selection 4. 19 .669 
Written communication 4. 16 .574 
Goal setting 4. 16 .628 
Curriculum articulation 4. 16 .628 
Meetings POC 4. 14 .669 
Delegating 4. 11 .680 
Goal progress 4. 10 .665 
Interaction-pressure 4. 08 .548 
One-on-one 4. 06 .669 
Legal professionals 3. 98 .772 
Promote B/I partnerships 3. 70 .796 
Court decisions 3. 62 .888 
Discipline 3. 52 .913 
Humor 3. 43 .756 
Student activity 3. 35 .765 
Transportation 3. 35 .806 
Hot lunch 3. 30 .835 
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Table D.3. Building principal's average ratings and standard deviations 
of importance to school district effectiveness 
Factor description Mean SD 
Decision makinng 4.70 .633 
Promote district 4.67 .619 
Administer policy 4.62 .673 
Develop policy 4.59 .636 
Identify needs 4.58 .698 
Strategic planning 4.47 .702 
Climate 4.46 .791 
Identify priorities 4.46 .733 
Listening 4.46 .701 
Leadership to resolve problems 4.45 .719 
Problem elements 4.41 .660 
Action plans 4.39 .694 
Allocates resources 4.36 .650 
Personnel evaluation 4.25 .819 
Meetings POC 4.25 .714 
Instructional improvement 4.24 .831 
Goal progress 4.24 .651 
Personnel selection 4.22 .842 
Manage conflicts 4.19 .800 
Goal setting 4.18 .647 
E/M inst. programs 4.17 .773 
Interaction-pressure 4.16 .694 
Delegating 4.14 .778 
Group leadership 4.13 .699 
Oral presentation 4.08 .744 
Motivates admin. 4.08 .834 
Written communication 4.08 .762 
One-on-one 4.08 .749 
Motivates inst/support staff 4.01 .902 
Curriculum articulation 3.89 .826 
Legal professionals 3.83 .737 
Curriculum eval/mod. 3.77 .848 
Curriculum selection 3.70 .910 
Court decisions 3.70 .800 
Promote B/I partnerships 3.68 .804 
Humor 3.61 .785 
Student activity 3.54 .840 
Transportation 3.53 .856 
Discipline 3.08 .920 
Hot lunch 2,97 .783 
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APPENDIX E; SUPERINTENDENT'S, BOARD PRESIDENT'S AND BUILDING 
PRINCIPAL'S AVERAGE RATINGS AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF 
SUPERINTENDENT'S PERFORMANCE 
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Table E.l. superintendent's average ratings and standard deviation 
of superintendent performance 
Factor description Mean Rank SD 
Administer policy 4 .28 1 .743 
Allocates resources 4 .27 2 .697 
Decision making 4 .25 3 .560 
One-on-one 4 
GO O
 4 .699 
Promote district 4 .05 5 .890 




 5 .616 
Personnel selection 4 .04 7 .745 
Leadership to resolve problems 4 .03 8 .633 
Meetings POC 3 
CO 
9 .703 
Manage conflicts 3 .98 9 .658 
Climate 3 .97 11 .867 
Develop policy 3 .94 12 .771 
Identify priorities 3 .92 13 .653 
Written communications 3 .85 14 .842 
Listening 3 ,85 14 .804 
Legal professionals 3 ,82 16 .923 
Group leadership 3, .78 17 .740 
Interaction-pressure 3, .78 17 .740 
Instructional improvement 3, .76 19 .761 
Problem elements 3 ^ .70 20 .648 
Delegating 3. 70 20 .944 
Goal setting 3. ,70 20 .899 
Personnel evaluation 3. ,70 20 .802 
Humor 3, ,70 20 .922 
Action plans 3. ,69 25 .738 
Oral presentations 3. ,66 26 .745 
Student activity 3. 62 27 .856 
E/M inst. programs 3. 57 28 .746 
Curriculum articulation 3. 56 29 .763 
Strategic planning 3. 52 30 .815 
Goal progress 3. 52 30 .876 
Curriculum selection 3. 51 32 .777 
Curriculum eval/mod. 3. 46 33 .762 
Transportation 3. 42 34 .873 
Motivates administrators 3. 40 35 .846 
Court decisions 3. 35 36 .909 
Motivates inst/support staff 3, 35 36 .690 
Hot lunch 3. 31 38 .946 
Discipline 3. 24 39 .826 
Promote B/I partnerships 2. 79 40 .999 
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Table E.2. Board president's average ratings and standard deviation of 
superintendent performance 
Factor description Mean Rank SD 
Administer policy 4.27 1 .787 
Promote district 4.27 1 .919 
Identify needs 4.15 3 .749 
Written communications 4.11 4 .863 
Develop policy 4.10 5 .893 
Decision making 4.06 6 .821 
Allocates resources 4.03 7 .822 
Identify priorities 4.02 8 .833 
Problem elements 3.98 9 .813 
Meetings POC 3.97 10 .861 
Legal professionals 3.97 10 .842 
Listening 3.95 12 .906 
Strategic planning 3.94 13 .965 
One-on-one 3.92 14 .903 
Group leadership 3.90 15 1.030 
Leadership to resolve problems 3.89 16 1.090 
Oral presentations 3.87 17 .992 
Instructional improvement 3.83 18 .943 
Climate 3.82 19 .915 
Personnel selection 3.76 20 .995 
Action plana 3.75 20 .911 
Manage conflicts 3.71 22 1.070 
Goal setting 3.71 22 .941 
Curriculum selection 3.71 22 1.010 
E/M inst. programs 3.70 25 .978 
Curriculum eval/modification 3. 70 25 .978 
Curriculum articulation 3.62 27 .974 
Hot lunch 3.52 27 .888 
Discipline 3.62 27 .851 
Interaction-pres sure 3.60 30 1.070 
Delegating 3.60 30 1.030 
Transportation 3.59 32 .796 
Goal progress 3. 57 33 1.040 
Student activity 3.56 34 .876 
Court decisions 3.56 34 .947 
Personnel evaluation 3.52 36 1.110 
Humor 3.48 37 1.010 
Motivates administrators 3.38 38 1.070 
Motivates inst/support staff 3.33 39 1.090 
Promote B/I partnerships 3.22 40 1.180 
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Table E.3. Building principal's ratings and standard deviation of 
superintendent performance 
Factor description Mean Rank SD 
Administer policy 4.29 1 .901 
Develop policy 4.10 2 .920 
Promote district 4.07 3 .885 
Legal professionals 3.94 4 .937 
Allocates resources 3.93 5 .971 
Meetings POC 3.90 6 .968 
Delegating 3.90 6 1.060 
Oral presentations 3.88 8 .946 
Identify needs 3.87 9 1.040 
Problem elements 3.87 9 . 864 
Climate 3.87 9 1.020 
One-on-one 3.86 12 .890 
Decision making 3.84 13 .974 
Identify priorities 3.81 14 1.060 
Listening 3.81 14 1.050 
Leadership to resolve problems 3.80 16 1.070 
Written communications 3.75 17 1.090 
Goal setting 3.70 18 .988 
Goal progress 3.70 19 .890 
Strategic planning 3.69 20 1.040 
Action plans 3.68 21 1.140 
Student activity 3.68 21 .910 
Manage conflicts 3.64 23 1.020 
Instructional improvement 3.62 24 1.090 
Personnel selection 3.62 24 1.030 
Group leadership 3.61 26 .876 
Interaction-pressure 3.58 27 .991 
Transportation 3.57 28 .966 
Court decisions 3.56 29 .881 
E/M inst. programs 3.53 30 1.070 
Personnel evaluation 3.51 31 .995 
Curriculum articulation 3.42 32 1.02 
Humor 3.40 33 1.080 
Motivates adminiatratora 3.39 34 1.060 
Hot lunch 3.30 35 .890 
Curriculum eval/modification 3.29 36 1.100 
Curriculum selection 3.27 37 1.020 
Motivates inst/support staff 3.25 38 1.030 
Discipline 3.17 39 . 965 
Promote B/I partnerships 3.09 40 1.070 
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PRINCIPAL'S MOST CRITICAL NEEDS FOR SUPERINTENDENTS 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT BY STANDARD SCORE 
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Table F.l. Superintendent's most critical needs for superintendents 
professional development by standard score 
Strategic planning 102 
Curriculum eval/modification 96 
Motivates inst/support staff 77 
Motivates administrative staff 74 
Instructional improvement 70 
Develop policy 69 
Eval/modify instructional programs 67 
Personnel evaluation 66 
Climate 64 
Leadership to resolve problems 63 
Perscnnel selection 55 
Promote district 43 
Identify needs 42 
Identify priorities 41 
Listening 40 
Manage conflicts 39 
Decision making 38 
Goal setting 37 
Group leadership 36 
Problem elements 32 
Delegating 31 
Written communication 31 
Allocates resources 30 
Curriculum articulation 27 
Action plans 26 
Meetings POC 26 
Promote B/I partnerships 25 
Oral presentation 24 
Interaction-pressure 23 
Administer policy 21 
Goal progress 15 
Curriculum selection 14 
One-on-one 5 
Humor 2 
Court decisions 2 
Hot lunch 0 
Transportation 0 
Student activity 0 
Discipline 0 
Legal professionals 0 
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Table F.2. Board president's most critical needs for superintendents 
professional development by standard score 
Factor description standard score 
Identify needs 66 
Personnel evaluation 64 
Administer policy 63 
Personnel selection 57 
Decision making 51 
Strategic planning 47 
Motivates inst/support staff 43 
Motivates administrative staff 36 
Identify priorities 34 
Listening 33 
Action plans 31 
Curriculum eval/modification 31 
Eval/modify programs 30 
Goal setting 29 
Instructional improvement 29 
Delegating 25 
Goal progress 24 
Manage conflicts 
Promote district 24 
Develop policy 24 
Allocates resources 22 
Leadership to resolve problems 19 
Oral presentation 18 
Climate 17 
Interaction-pressure 15 
Meetings POC 15 
Curriculum selection 11 
Group leadership 7 
Problem elements 6 
Written communication 6 
Curriculum articulation 6 
Discipline 6 
Promote B/I partnerships 4 
Hot lunch 3 
Student activity 2 
Legal professionals 2 
One-on-one 1 




Table F.3. Building principal's nost critical needs for 
superintendents professional development by standard score 
Factor description Standard score 
Strategic planning 71 
Motivates inst/support staff 71 
Instructional improvement 67 
ClimatQ 60 
Decision making 58 
Develop policy 58 
Motivates administrative staff 50 
Identify needs 48 
Identify priorities 47 
Personnel evaluation 44 
Listening 43 
Promote district 40 
Curriculum eval/modification 38 
Curriculum articulation 36 
Action plans 32 
Manage conflicts 32 
Evaluate/modify programs 31 
Promote B/I partnerships 27 
Goal setting 26 
Interaction-pressure 25 
Personnel selection 24 
Leadership to resolve problems 22 
Allocates resources 21 
Goal progress 20 
Oral presentations 20 
Delegating 18 
Administer policy 18 
Humor 16 
Group leadership 15 
Meetings POO 14 
Curriculum selection 11 
Written communication 10 
Problem elements 9 
One-on-one 6 
Transportation 6 
Student activity 3 
Hot lunch 2 
Discipline 0 
Court decisions 0 
Legal professionals 0 
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APPENDIX G; SAMPLE COVER LETTER, SURVEY INSTRUMENT, AND LETTERS 
OF SUPPORT 
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As a result of the recent reports on the condition of public education, school leadership 
has come under increasingly close scrutiny. Several of the reports have identified the 
superintendent as an important factor. Limited research, however, has been done to 
identify the elements of effective superintendent practice. 
This research effort is designed to assess the perceptions of practicing Iowa 
superintendents, board presidents, and building principals relating to elements of 
effective superintendent practice. Results may be used to design staff development 
programs for school superintendents, and provide information to institutions that 
provide pre-service training for superintendents. 
A random stratified sample of 150 Iowa school districts will be selected to participate in 
this research project. In each district, the superintendent, board president, and a 
designated building principal will be asked to complete identical forms of the survey 
instnjment. 
To reduce the costs of mailing, I requested the superintendent's cooperation in 
fonwarding these survey materials to you. This packet contains all survey materials, 
Iristnjctions, and return envelopes required. Please complete the enclosed survey, 
seal in the response envelope provided, and return it to your superintendent. The 
superintendent has been asked to enclose and mail all sealed envelopes in a 
stamped, pre-addressed envelope provided. 
Letters of support from the lASB and SAI are enclosed for your review. Thanks for 
your help. 
Sincerely, 
Harold D. Prior 
Superintendent 
West Bend Community School District 
Graduate Student 
Iowa State University 
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA 
Please check the highest educational level you have attained. 
Masters Degree 
Certificate of Advanced Study 
Educational Specialist Degree 
Ph. D. or Ed. D. 
Administrative experience, (include current year) 




Below are a number of statements related to superintendent practice. Please read each statemenl 
and circle the number on the left that best reflects your perception of the Nevel of importance" of that 
element to effective school district operation in your district. Then, CTCle the response on the right that 
best reflects your perception of your "level of effectiveness" in actual practice. The blank "other" will 
allow you to suggest and rank one addition to the elements list. 
Level of Importance Level of Effectiveness 
1 = No importance 1 » Ineffective 
2 » Little importance 2 » Somewhat effective 
3 » Some importance 3 » Effective 
4 = Strong importance 4 = Very effective 
5 = Critical importance 5 = Extremely effective 
ELEMENTS OF SUPERINTENDENT PRACTICE 
EFFECTIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT YOUR EFFECTIVENESS 
CIRCLE ONE CIRCLE ONE 
1 2 3 4 5 seeks out relevant data and analyzes complex information to determine the 1 2 3 4 5 
important elements of a problem situation 
1 2 3 4 5 decision making 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 provides leadership in Wentifying school district needs 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 provides leadership in identifying educational priorities in the school district 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 utilizes cooperative goal setting activities to develop district goals 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 provides leadership in developing short and kjng range strategic plans 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 provides leadership In implementing action plans for achieving district goals 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 informs parents, staff, students, and the community of progress towards 1 2 3 4 5 
meeting district goals 
1 2 3 4 5 delegates tasks to others within the school organization 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 promotes humor in the workplace 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 allocates funds, personnel, and other district resources 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 utilizes motivational strategies to maximize performance of administrative staff 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 utilizes motivational strategies to maximize performance of 1 2 3 4 5 
instructional and support staff 
1 2 3 4 5 manages conflicts which occur in the school district 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 provides leadership in resolving problems within the school district 12 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 achieves results when working in one-on-one situations 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 promotes hot lunch programs 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 provides leadership when working with groups 1 2 3 4 5 
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EFFECTIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT YOUR EFFECTIVENESS 
Levai of Importance Level of Effectiveness 
1 - No Importance 1 - Ineffective 
2 •> Little importance 2 - Somewhat effective 
3 - Some importance 3 - Effective 
4 • Strong importance 4 - Very effective 
5 a Critical importance 5 - Extremely effective 
1 2 3 4 5 interacts with others while involved in pressure situations 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 makes oral presentation of facts and ideas to groups 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 listens when inleracting with others 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 plans, organizes, and conducts meetings 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 utilizes written communications to transmit Information 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 promotes the school district within the community 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 coordinates student transportation programs 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 promotes partnerships with business and industry 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 provides leadership to evaluate and modify (if necessary) the instructional program 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 provides leadership for a district instructional improvement program 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 promotes student activity programs 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 provides leadership for curriculum selection 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 provides leadership for curriculum evaluation and modification 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 provides leadership in Implementing an articulated curriculum 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 provides leadership to design and implement a process for personnel selection 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 provides leadership to implement a personnel evaluation process 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 reviews student discipline cases 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 provides leadership in developing district policies for consideration and/or 1 2 3 4 5 
adoption by the board 
1 2 3 4 5 administers district policy 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 provides leadership in developing and maintaining a climate in which students, 1 2 3 4 5 
staff, parents, and community work together 
1 2 3 4 5 interprets and communicates the impact of court decisions for others 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 utilizes services of legal professionals 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
(other) 
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This research effort will also establish the relative Importance of the elements and relative need for 
professional development. Please review again the elements of effective superintendent practice. 
Then rank in order of priority from # 1 (highest) to # 5 (lowest) using the element numbers, those 
elements which you consider to be the top five elements In terms of: 1) the "level of Importance" for 
effective sctiool district operation, and 2) the NEED for professional development to enhance 
your "level ol effectiveness". (For example: It you feel Strategic Planning Is the most important 
element related to your district's effectiveness, place a 6 In the first blanl< under IMPORTANCE; if you 
feel Decision Making is the second most important element, place a 2 in the second blank; etc.) Then 
repeat the procedure In the PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT column. 
Next, you have 15 points to distribute among your top 5 choices, with each choice to receive at least 1 
point (using the 1 to 5 point scale provided). While you may think that all of your choices are very 
important, since you have only 15 points to work with. It will be necessary for you to make some 
decisions as to the relative importance of each element. You may assign the same rating to more than 
one element and must rate each of the five. Please circle the number that represents the relative 
importance of each element. REMEMBER, YOUR POINT TOTAL MAY NOT EXCEED 15. 
1. Determine Elements of Problem Situations 
2. Decision Making 
3. Identifying District Needs 
4. Identifying District Educational Priorities 
5. Cooperative Goal Setting Activities 
S. Strategic Planning 
7. implementing Action Plans 
8. Informing Patrons of Progress Towards Goals 
9. Delegating 
10. Promotes Humor 
11. Allocating Resources 
12. Motivating Administrative Staff 
13. Motivating Instructional/Support Staff 
14. Manage Conflicts 
15. Leadership to Resolve Problems 
16. Results in One-on-One Situations 
17. Promotes Hot Lunch Programs 
18. Leadership in Group Situations 
19. Interaction Under Pressure 
20. Oral Presentations 
21. Listening 
22. Plan, Organize, & Conduct Meetings 
23. Written Communications 
24. Promote School District 
25. Coordinates Student Transportation 
26. Promote Business/Industry Partnerships 
27. Evaluate/Modify Instructional Program 
28. Instructior^al improvemer:; P.—gram 
29. Student Activity Programs 
30. Curriculum Selection 
31. Curriculum Evaluation/Modification 
32. Curriculum Articulation 
33. Personnel Selection Processes 
34. Personnel Evaluation Processes 
35. Student Discipline 
36. Developing District Policies 
37. Administer Policy 
38. Climate 
39. Interpret Court Decisions 
40. Utilize Legal Professionals 
(circle one) (circle one) 
1. 1 2 3 4 5 1. 1 2 3 4 5 
2. 1 2 3 4 5 2. 1 2 3 4 5 
3. 1 2 3 4 5 3. 1 2 3 4 5 
4. 1 2 3 4 5 4. 1 2 3 4 5 
5, 1 2 3 4 5 5. 1 2 3 4 5 
TOTAL POINTS » 15 TOTAL POINTS = 15 
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April 8. 1988 
Harold D. Prior 
PO Box 71 
West Bend. Iowa 50597 
Hello Harold: 
I have reviewed the draft copy of the research proposal for your dissertation 
titled "Elements of Effective Superintendent Practice: The Perceptions of 
Practicing Superintendents, Board Presidents, and Building Principals." It 
seems to me that the information obtained from this study could be 
ortremely useful in school operations. 
I understand you plan to survey a random sample of school districts with 
superintendents, board presidents and building principals with tJu ee or more 
years of experience in their respective positions. The value of your survey 
and the validity of its results will be enhanced by a higji rate of return from 
those individuals chosen as a part of this sample. 
I believe the importance of your subject merits the attention and response 
from those school board presidents, superintendents, and principals selected 
to partiripate in this survey. I urge their cooperation by returning to you 
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5500 Crand Avenue 
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school administrators of Iowa 
REGENCY WEST 5. SUITE 140 
4700 WESTOWN PARKWAY 
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Enclosed is a survey concerning the "elements of effective superintendent 
practices -- as perceived by superintendents, board presidents, and building 
administrators". The goal of the researcher is to identify and rank order 
those elements that are critical to the success of a school superintendent. 
We believe the information obtained from this study can be of considerable 
significance to superintendents in particular and to the profession in 
general. The results of this research will also be useful to the Association 
as we plan professional development opportunities for school administrators. 
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